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ABSTRACT
IstiqomahYudiarti. 2019.The Analysis of Microsoft Translator Quality in
Translating Complex Sentence Indonesia Into English Of The
Text.Thesis.English Education Department, Education and Teacher
Training Faculty.State Institute of Islamic Studies of Ponorogo.
Advisor Dr. DolarYuwono, M.Pd.
Keyword: Translation, Machine Translation and Translation Quality
This research is aimed to analyze the quality of the translations produced
by Microsoft Translator in terms of accuracy, readability and acceptability in
translating complex sentences Indonesia into English of the text. This is important
because Machine Translation has become a need and practical translation tool as
software to translate source language (SL) into target language (TL). Users of
Microsoft Translator device need a proof of whether Microsoft Translator is
suitable to translate SL into TL correctly.
Type of this research is descriptive qualitative which uses two data
sources; they are primary and secondary data source. The technique of data
collections are documentation and questionnaire. To analyze them, the researcher
uses content analysis.
The result of this research is (1) three (3) sentences are classified as
accurate, 20 sentences are classified as less accurate and 31 sentences are
classified as not accurate; (2) four (4) sentences are classified as readable, 26
sentences are classified as less readable and 23 sentences are classified not
readable; (3) one (1) sentence is classified acceptable, 19 sentences are classified
less acceptable and 34 sentences are classified not acceptable.
It can be conclude that the use of Microsoft Translator is still not feasible
to be used to translate texts without involving translation experts by using suitable
proofreading and editing.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Study
Through centuries, translation has been used as a method to obtain
information and knowledge from texts which are not written in the original
language of that concrete society or to communicate with other cultures.
Because of this thing, the language and society have always been connected
with translation, being dependent one from the other. This dependence still
happens at the present moment.
Language users live in multilingual environment because of the
coexistence of languages in the whole world. This is a common situation in
diverse countries in which two or more languages are spoken and accepted in
the community. Nevertheless, not all people have the same level of
development and acquisition of a language. One language is always more
dominant than the other because of the quantity of language input received or
the language usage.1Because of this limited development and acquisition
language of human, many companies make this as strategic issue to overcome
multilingual constraints in the modern life context.
Based on the concept of modern social communication, commercial
companies and language users are looking for the best techniques to find out
the catalyst for building multilingual communication.2 In this case, many

1

B. Sanchez Martin, Translation Quality Assessment of Google Translate and Microsoft
Bing Translator, (Paper, deValladoid University, 2018), 6.
2
Dolar Yuwono, “Analysis on Accuracy, Readability and Acceptability Translation Result
of Kataku Version 1.1 and Transtool 10 RAR,” (Dissertation, UNS, Surakarta, 2018), 1.
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software development companies in the field of translation help people
communicate with foreign languages by using Machine Translator (MT).
Machine Translator (MT) is a modern method of translation through
computer assistance, which is a sub-field of computational linguistics. This
academic and professional area associates with both Translation and
Computer Science to expand the function of computer software that can
translate texts in foreign language. Machine Translator performs simple
replacements with basic translated key words for non-native speakers to
understand content in an original foreign language that they need to assess.3
One of the some tools or facilities for translation is Microsoft
Translator. We can use Microsoft Translator in translating one language into
another language. Microsoft Translator is one of the machine translation
types supported by Microsoft Office which is a widely used translation tool
for inexpensive and instant access to general information about the original
texts for moderate quality translation. The previous evaluation of Microsoft
Translator focused on the levels of words, phrases, sentence length, syntactic
structure, intelligibility and usability, and BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation
Understudy).4 The advantage of Microsoft Translator is the ability to translate
65 languages worldwide. It also supports 11 speech translation systems that
currently power the Microsoft Translator live conversation feature,

3

Grace Hui-chin Lin and Paul Shih Chieh Chin, Machine Translation for Academic
Purposes, (Journal, University of Southern California, Taipei Medical University, 2009), 134.
4
Haiying Li et al, Comparison of Google Translation with Human Translation: Intelligent
Research Society Conference, (Journal, University of Memphis, USA), 190.
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SkypeTranslator, and Skype for Windows Dekstop, and the Microsoft
Translator Apps for iOS and Android.5
The important thing in translation is the translations have to look
natural without changing the meaning or ideas. English and Indonesian are
two different languages, it is clear that both of them have different structure
of language. Because of their structures, it is not easy to create an accurate,
readable and acceptable translation from English into Indonesian. Sometimes
the translation does not effectively communicate the message of the source
language text. People use Machine Translation (MT) to understand the
meaning of the text.
Nowadays, Microsoft Translator is growing to be a complex Machine
Translator. There are many new features of Microsoft Translator; one of them
is pronunciation tool as we are translating texts with using Microsoft
Translator. However, the quality of translation from Microsoft Translator
need to be studied further more especially in the matter of linguistics error,
the accuracy, acceptability and readability of translation since many people
find themselves in doubt with the quality of the Microsoft Translator although
they actually do not know the real quality of translation result by using
Microsoft Translator if it is suitable for media translator or not.
In this research, the researcher choose complex sentence because the
researcher want to know whether Microsoft Translator be able to translate
complex sentence which uses subordinate conjuction appropriately or not. As
we know, complex sentence is a sentence which consists of one independent
5

𝑡ℎ

Wikipedia, https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Translator, accessed on December

9 , 2018
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clause and one or more dependent clause. So that, the researcher choose
complex sentence because complex sentence is slightly complex with its
subordinate conjunction.
This research, The Analysis of Microsoft Translator Quality in
Translating Complex Sentence Indonesia into English of the Text will present
about the study on accuracy, acceptability, and readability in the results of
translation that is translated by Microsoft Translator.
Based on the background of the problem above, the limitation of this
research is only at Microsoft Translator quality.
B. Statement of the Problems
1.

How is the accuracy of the Microsoft Translator in translating complex
sentence Indonesia into English of the text?

2.

How is the readablitity of the Microsoft Translator in translating complex
sentence Indonesia into English of the text?

3.

How is the acceptability of the Microsoft Translator in translating
complex sentence Indonesia into English of the text?

C. Objectives of the Study
Concerning with the problem statement, this research has some objective
described as follows:
1.

To identify the accuracy of the translation by using Microsoft Translator
in translating complex sentence Indonesia into English of the text.

2.

To identify the readability of the translation by using Microsoft
Translator in translating complex sentence Indonesia into English of the
text.
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3.

To identify the acceptability of the translation by using Microsoft
Translator in translating complex sentence Indonesia into English of the
text.

D. Significance of the Study
The result of this research is expected to give contribution theoretically and
practically as follows:
1.

Theoretical Significance
The researcher hopes that the result of this study will be very useful for
developing the Translation Studies (TS). First, it can be useful for
informatics technology practitioners as suggestion on improvements to
the parsing system and alignment of wording in sentences especially in
Microsoft Translator software developers.

2.

Practical Significance
a.

Lecturer
This research is expected give benefit for the lecturers and can be
reference for them in teaching translation especially for English
lecturer in teaching translation.

b. Machine Translator Users
This research is expected to provide representation whether they will
use or not a machine translator in translating the text.
c.

The Other Researchers
This research is expected to provide a stimulus for other researchers
in conducting the research which relates to the use of Machine

11
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Translator, such as Word-interfaced CAT Tools and Proprietaryinterfaced CAT Tools.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH
FINDINGS
In this chapter, the researcher will described and explain the general
information about the variables used in this study. Those variables are the
Microsoft Translator as the main focus and texts as the specific medium used.
A. Theoretical Background
1.

Translation
a.

Definition of Translation
There are some definitions of translation. Nida and Taber say
that translating consists in reproducing in the receptor language the
closest natural equivalence of a source language message, firstly in
terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style.6
In addition, Peter Newmark defines that the act of translating
as transferring the meaning of a stretch or a unit of language, the
entire or a part of a text, from one language to another, possibly
putting the problem where it belongs, the meaning of meaning rather
than the meaning of equivalence, identity, similarity, likeness,
sameness, correspondence and so on.7
According to Hartmann and Stork, translation is the
replacement of a representation of a text in one language by a
representation of an equivalent text in second language. In different

6

Langgeng Budianto. Aan E. Fardhani, A Practical Guide for Translation Skill, 1
Peter Newmark.About Translation (Multingual Matters Ltd, 1991), 27

7
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view, Hatim and Mason suggest that translation is processing
involving the negotiation of meaning between producers and
receivers of the text.8
Translation is an activity of enormous importance in the
modern world and it is subject of interest not only to linguists,
professional and amateur translators and language teachers, but also
electronic engineers and mathematicians. Books and articles on
translation have been written by specialist in all these fields.9
As a science, translation includes the knowledge and
assessment of facts and the language that describes them. As skill,
translation contains the appropriate language and acceptable usage.
As an art, translation differentiates good writing from bad and
involves innovative, intuitive, and inspired levels. And lastly,
viewing translation as a matter of taste includes the fact that the
translator resorts to his/ her own preferences, so the translated text
varies from one translator to another.
From the definition above, translation has the same term
“replacement” and “equivalence”. Replacement refers to the
changing or substituting the word in source language appropriately
that understandable in the target language. For the term equivalent is
the key point that should be found between the source language and
the target language. Furthermore, Newmark does not use the term

8

Sugeng Hariyanto, Website Translation: with special reference to English-Indonesia
language pair (Malang: Inspirasi Press, 2015) 19.
9
J. C. Catford, A Linguistics Theory of Translation (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1965) 1
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“equivalent” as the definition but he says the same message and/ or
statement in another language. It means that the key point of
translation is also the message, what should be equivalent is the
message, not the form. Good translation is when the message from
source language can be delivered well in target language which
makes the readers understand what the text is talking about.10
b. Translation Quality Assessment
Quality Assessment in translation included three aspects;
accuracy, acceptability, and readability. Nababan states that
assessment toward a translation is needed since it will give
significances to the translator, the publisher, and the target reader.11
This research was evaluated the Microsoft Translator quality.
Translation quality was measured by using matrix assessment from
Nababan, Sumardiono and Nuraeni. This matrix was called
Instrument of Translation Assessment on quality which consists of
three parts, such as; scale, qualitative parameter and category.12
1) Accuracy
According to Shuttleworth and Cowie, accuracy is a term
used in translation evaluation refers to the degree of correspondence

10

Zeny Luthfia, The Analysis of Translation Technique of (Indo-English) Abstract in
STAIN Ponorogo Journal Al-Tahrir Vol. 16 Part 1 Published on 2016 (Ponorogo: STAIN Press,
2018), 12
11
Ipung Jatikustanto, A Comparative Analysis of Translation Techniques and Quality of
Directive Speech Acts in “The Old Man and The Sea” Novel by Ernest Hemingway. (Thesis, UNS,
Surakarta, 2014), 9
12
Dolar Yuwono, “Analysis on Accuracy, Readability and Acceptability Translation
Result of Kataku Version 1.1 and Transtool 10 RAR,” (Dissertation, UNS, Surakarta, 2018), 100.
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between the translated and original text.13 Accuracy refers to the how
accurate the meaning are transferred in target text. As stated above in
chapter I that translation is a transfer meaning process, it can be said
accurate if the message from the source text is exactly transferred in
the target text.
Nababan states his opinion about accuracy as an evaluation of
the accuracy of the translation at the sentential level is intended to
find out whether the content of the source language sentences are
accurately rendered into the target language sentences (2004: 130).
Nagao Tsuji and Nakamura in Nababan 2004 page 90-91 gives their
instrument for accuracy of translation as shown below:
Table 2.1 Instrument of Translation Assessment on Accuracy
Scale
3

Qualitative Parameter

Category

The content of the source text is accurately Accurate
transferred into the target text. The
translated text is clear and any rewriting is
not needed.

2

The content of the source text is less Less
accurately transferred into the target text. Accurate
The translated text can be understood, but
some rewritings are needed.

1

The content of the source text is not Not
transferred at all.14

13

Accurate

Salar Manafi Anari.Zahra Bouali, “Naturalness and Accuracy in English Translation of
H ā fiz”, Teaching English as a Foreign Language and Literature, 1 (2009), 80.
14
Dolar Yuwono, “Analysis on Accuracy, Readability and Acceptability Translation
Result of Kataku Version 1.1 and Transtool 10 RAR,” (Dissertation, UNS, Surakarta, 2018), 100101.
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2) Readability
Richards et al (in Nababan) states that readability refers to
how easily written materials can be understood. It can be said as
readable translation if the target reader can easily read and
understand it. However, Nababan argues that there some factors
which make the level of readability of a text become poor. They are
the use of foreign and regional words, the use of ambiguous words,
the use of foreign language sentences, the use of ambiguous
sentences, the use of incomplete sentence, the average sentence
length, the use of complex sentence, unwell arranged or illogical
source text, and the other factors.15Translation quality was measured
by using matrix assessment from Nababan, Sumardiono and
Nuraeni. This matrix was called Instrument of Translation
Assessment on quality. It consists of three parts, such as; scale,
qualitative parameter and category.16
Table 2.2 Instrument of Translation Assessment on Readability
Scale
1

Qualitative Parameter
The

target

language

text

Category
is

fully Readable

comprehended. The readers only need to
read it once.
2

There is one unfamiliar word or more Less
found in the target language text. Readable
However, the reader still manages to
understand the content of the text by

15

Ipung Jatikustanto, A Comparative Analysis of Translation Techniques and Quality of
Directive Speech Acts in “The Old Man and The Sea” Novel by Ernest Hemingway, 9.
16
Dolar Yuwono, “Analysis on Accuracy, Readability and Acceptability Translation
Result of Kataku Version 1.1 and Transtool 10 RAR,” (Dissertation, UNS, Surakarta, 2018), 102.
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reading more than once.
3

The

reader

completely

does

not Not

comprehend the content of the target Readable
language text (in Nababan, 1999: 62).17

3) Acceptability
Acceptability refers to the naturalness of the translation in
relation to the target language system. Before translating a text, the
translator should know the culture of target readers in order to make
a natural translation. The translator can reconstruct and adapt the text
in order to make it more natural to the target reader. Translation
quality was measured by using matrix assessment from Nababan,
Sumardiono and Nuraeni. This matrix was called Instrument of
Translation Assessment on quality. It consists of three parts, such as;
scale, qualitative parameter and category.18
Table 2.3 Instrument of Translation Assessment on Acceptability
Scale
3

Qualitative Parameter

Category

The translation is transferrednaturally; it Acceptable
almost does not feel like translation.
There is not grammatical mistake.

2

The translation sounds like translation. Less
There are some grammatical errors of the Acceptable
whole text.

1

The translation extremely sounds like Not
translation. There are many grammatical Acceptable

17

Jimmy Cromico, Translation Quality of English-Indonesia by Using Google Translate,
(Thesis, UMS, Surakarta, 2015), 9
18
Dolar Yuwono, “Analysis on Accuracy, Readability and Acceptability Translation
Result of Kataku Version 1.1 and Transtool 10 RAR,” (Dissertation, UNS, Surakarta, 2018), 103.
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errors of the whole text (Nababan,
2004).19

c.

Translation Process
Eugene Nida’s model of the translation process illustrates the
stages involved: Figure 2.1 Diagram of the Translation Process

SOURCE LANGUAGE RECEPTOR LANGUAGE
TEXT

TEXT

ANALYSIS

RESTRUCTURING

TRANSFER

Look at the figure 2.1, it can be concluded that the translation
process is start from analyzing the grammatical relationship and the
meaning or message or message before it and its combination. Then
it transferred the meaning from SL into TL. The restructuring phases
are phase where the translator rewrites or re-express the material in
such as SL meaning.20

19

Virati Retno Devanti, “An Analysis of Translation Techniques of Noun Phrase and the
Quality of the Translation in James Cameron’s Novel Avatar,” (Thesis, UNS, Surakarta, 2012),
26.
20
Susan Bassnet, Translation Study Third Edition (London and New York: Routledge,
2005), 25.

19

20

2.

Microsoft Translator
a.

Definition of Microsoft Translator
There are two translation tools. They are Machine Translation
(MT) Tool such as Transtool, Rekso, Google Translation, Microsoft
Translator and Computer Assisted Translation (CAT) Tool such as
Word-interfaced CAT Tools and Proprietary-interfaced CAT
Tools.21 Microsoft Translator is one of types in Machine Translation
(MT) Tool.
Machine Translation is software rather than a hardware
problem (although hardware problems are by no means totally
negligible). In addition, words have two meanings: the potential
systematic meaning supported by the conceptual structure of a
language; and the effective, discourse (contextual) meaning as
represented in a specific text. Logically, the structure of a Machine
Translation lexicon is strictly based on potential meanings to the
exclusion of contextual (but not collocation) meaning.22
The mechanization of translation has been one of humanity’s
oldest dreams. In the twentieth century it has become a reality, in the
form of computer programs capable of translating a wide variety of
texts from one natural language into another. But, as ever, reality is
not perfect. There are no ‘translating machines’ which at the touch of
a few buttons, can take any text in any language and produce a

21

Sugeng Hariyanto, Teknologi Penerjemah: Machine Translation and Translation
Memory, Published on January 23𝑡ℎ 2010.
22
Wolfram Wilss, Knowledge and Skills in Translation Behavior (Amsterdam: John
Benjamins Published on 1996), 212-214

20
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perfect translation in any other language without human intervention
or assistance.23
Microsoft Translator is one sophisticated technologies in
modern era. Students or translator can translate on language into
another language by using Microsoft Translator. Microsoft
Translator is a multilingual machine translation cloud service which
is provided by Microsoft. Microsoft Translator is integrated across
multiple consumer, developer, and enterprise products; including
Bing, Microsoft Office, SharePoint, Microsoft Edge, Microsoft
Lync, Yammer, Skype Translator, Visual Studio, Internet Explorer,
and Microsoft Translator apps for Windows, Windows Phone,
iPhone, and Apple Watch, and Android phone and Android Wear.
Microsoft Translator’s service supports 65 languages systems
as of December 2018. It also supports 11 speech translation systems
that currently power the Microsoft Translator live conversation
feature, Skype Translator, and Skype for Windows Dekstop, and the
Microsoft Translator Apps for iOS and Android.24
b. Advantages and Disadvantages of Microsoft Translator
1) Advantages of Microsoft Translator
a) Machine translator can save the day. Users don’t have to
spend hours poring over dictionaries to translate the words.

23

W. John Hutchins, Harold L. Somers, An Introduction to Machine Translation,
(London: Academic Press Inc, 1992), 1
24
Wikipedia, https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Translator, accessed on
December 9𝑡ℎ , 2018

21

22

Instead, the software can translate the content quickly and
provide a quality output to the users in no time at all.
b) Machine translator comparatively cheap. Initially, it might
look like unnecessary investment but in the long run it is a
very small cost considering the return it provides. This is
because if users use the expertise of a professional
translator, the expertise will charge on a per page basis
which is going to be extremely costly while this will be
cheap.
c) Confidentiality is another matter which makes machine
translation favorable.
d) Machine Translator translates text which is in any language
so there is no such major concern while a professional
translator specializes in one particular field.
2) Disadvantages of machine translation
a) Accuracy is not offered by the machine translation on a
consistent basis.
b) Systemic and formal rules are followed by machine
translation so it cannot concentrate on a context and solve
ambiguity and neither makes use of experience ormental
outlook like human translator can.25

25

Ingilizce Turcke Gen Tr., 31 July 2016, The advantages and disadvantages of Machine
Translation.
Writing
Systems
and
Language
Discussion
List,
(online),
(http://www.omniglot.com/language/articles/machinetranslation.htm, accessed on December 9𝑡ℎ ,
2018)

22

23

3.

Complex Sentence
a.

Definition of Complex Sentence
A complex sentence is a sentence that combines one
independent clause with at least one dependent clause. A clause is a
group of words that has both a subject and a verb. An independent
clause forms a complete though. A dependent clause, also called a
subordinating clause, does not form a complete thought and is
dependent upon an independent clause for meaning.26
Dolar Yuwono states on his book that complex sentence
consists of one main clause and one or more subordinate clauses/
dependent clauses: “Teti Kadi sang a memory song on TV when she
was 65 years old.”27
In Indonesia, complex sentence also known as kalimat
majemuk bertingkat which is connected by subordinate conjunction.
Subordinate conjunction introduces a clause that depends on a mine,
or independent clause. The subordinate conjunction is grammatically
part of the clause it introduces; it is never separated from its clause
by comma.28 The words that often use as subordinate conjunction are
after, before, when, as soon as, as if, because, since, even though, if,
in order that, lest, than, thought, that, although, until, where, etc.29

26

https//study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-a-complex-sentence-examples-lessonquiz.html, accessed on 7𝑡ℎ January 2019, at 20.37
27
Dolar Yuwono, Writing I: From Practice to Theory (Yogyakarta: Pustaka Felicha,
2015), 176
28
Marcella Frank, Modern English (New York: Prentice Hall, 2006), 206
29
Fuad Mas’ud, Essential of English Grammar (Yogyakarta: BPFE-Yogyakarta, 2005),
115.
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b.

Types of Complex Sentence in Indonesia
1) Anak Kalimat Keterangan Waktu
The words that are used as anak kalimat keterangan waktu are
ketika, waktu, kala, tatkala, saat, sesaat, sebelum, sesudah, and
setelah.30
Examples:


Ketika memberikan keterangan, saksi itu meneteskan air
mata.
Sentence
Ketika

Clause

memberikan Anak

keterangan,
saksi

itu

or

subordinate clause
meneteskan

air Induk kalimat or main

mata.



kalimat

clause

Hadirin di ruang sidang itu terharu saat saksi menceritakan
peristiwa itu.
Sentence

Clause

Hadirin di ruang sidang itu Anak
terharu
saat

kalimat

or

subordinate clause
saksi

menceritakan Induk kalimat or main

peristiwa itu.

clause

2) Anak Kalimat Keterangan Sebab
The words that are used as anak kalimat keterangan sebab are
sebab, karena and lantaran.

30

http://repository.usu.ac.id/bitstream/handle/123456789/39430/Chapter%20II.pdf?seque
nce=4&isAllowed=y, accessed on 10𝑡ℎ June 2019, at 16.49
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Examples:


Karena banyak peminat, Pemerintah akan membangun lagi
unit-unit rumah susun.
Sentence

Clause

Karena banyak peminat,

Anak

kalimat

or

subordinate clause
Pemerintah akan membangun Induk kalimat or main
lagi unit-unit rumah susun.



clause

Pembangunan rumah susun itu memerlukan penelitian
sebab beberapa unit rumah susun belum berpenghuni.
Sentence

Clause

Pembangunan rumah susun Anak
itu memerlukan penelitian

kalimat

or

subordinate clause

sebab beberapa unit rumah Induk kalimat or main
susun belum berpenghuni.

clause

3) Anak Kalimat Keterangan Akibat
The words that are used as anak kalimat keterangan akibat are
hingga, sehingga, maka, akibatnya and akhirnya.
Example:


Hujan turun berhari-hari sehingga banjir besar melanda
kota itu.
Sentence

Clause

Hujan turun berhari-hari

Anak

kalimat

or

subordinate clause
sehingga

banjir

melanda kota itu.

25

besar Induk kalimat or main
clause
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4) Anak Kalimat Keterangan Syarat
The words that are used as anak kalimat keterangan syarat are
jika, kalau, apabila, andaikata and andaikan.
Examples:


Buku, apabila dibaca dengan cermat, akan memberikan
ilmu pengetahuan kepada kita.
Sentence

Clause

Buku, apabila dibaca dengan Anak
cermat,
akan

kalimat

or

subordinate clause
memberikan

ilmu Induk kalimat or main

pengetahuan kepada kita.

clause

5) Anak Kalimat Keterangan Tujuan
The words that are used as anak kalimat keterangan tujuan are
supaya, agar,untuk, guna and demi.
Examples:


Untuk membantu perkembangan Kantor Unit Desa, kita
telah melakukan berbagai usaha.
Sentence
Untuk
perkembangan

Clause
membantu Anak

Kantor

kalimat

or

Unit subordinate clause

Desa,
kita telah melakukan berbagai Induk kalimat or main
usaha.

clause

26
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Koperasi perlu memiliki pemimpin yang tangguh guna
mnumbuhkan kepercayaan masyarakat terhadap koperasi.
Sentence
Koperasi

perlu

Clause
memiliki Induk kalimat or main

pemimpin yang tangguh
guna

clause

mnumbuhkan Anak

kepercayaan

kalimat

or

masyarakat subordinate clause

terhadap koperasi.

6) Anak Kalimat Keterangan Cara
The words that are used as anak kalimat keterangan caraare
dengan and dalam.
Example:


Kita berupaya meningkatkan ekspor nonmigas dalam
mengatasi pemasaran minyak yang terus menurun.
Sentence

Clause

Kita berupaya meningkatkan Induk kalimat or main
ekspor nonmigas

clause

dalam mengatasi pemasaran Anak
minyak yang terus menurun.

kalimat

or

subordinate clause

7) Anak Kalimat Keterangan Pewatas
The words that are used as anak kalimat keterangan pewatas are
yang and itu.
Examples:


Dia kehilangan pekerjaan yang menjadi sumber kehidupan
keluarganya.

27
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Sentence

Clause

Dia kehilangan pekerjaan

Induk kalimat or main
clause

yang

menjadi

sumber Anak

kehidupan keluarganya.


kalimat

or

subordinate clause

Orang membawa tasitu direktur kami.
Sentence

Clause

Orang membawa tas

Induk kalimat or main
clause

itu direktur kami.

Anak

kalimat

or

subordinate clause

8) Anak Kalimat Pengganti Nomina
Anak kalimat pengganti nomina is marked by bahwa word. It
can be subject or object in transitive sentence.
Examples:


Keinginan pemimpin kita ialah bahwa semua pengurus
harus mendahulukan kepentingan pelayanan.31
Sentence
Keinginan

pemimpin

Clause
kita Induk kalimat or main

ialah

clause

bahwa semua pengurus harus

Anak

mendahulukan

subordinate clause

kalimat

or

kepentinganpelayanan.

31

http://repository.usu.ac.id/bitstream/handle/123456789/39430/Chapter%20II.pdf?seque
nce=4&isAllowed=y, accessed on 10𝑡ℎ June 2019, at 16.49
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B. Previous Research Findings
There aremany previous research findings but the researcher only
takes three previous research findings that are found by the researcher which
have examined analysis of the translation quality. But, all the previous
studiesonly examine translation quality of Google Translate. The researcher
takes this as previous research findings because Google Translate and
Microsoft Translator is Machine Translator tool which have the same facility
for translating.
Here some previous researches those are relevant to this thesis:
1.

The first previous research was conducted by Ain Ekazuriaty (2016)
student of State Islamic College of Ponorogo about “An Analysis on the
Google Translation Quality in Translating English into Indonesia of the
Text “Cinderella”.”This research focuses on the translation analysis of
Google Translation quality of narrative text. The researcher of this paper
tried to find the translation quality such as accuracy, readability and
acceptability. The result of her research is the uses of Google Translation
have inaccurate, less readable and inacceptable level in translating
Cinderella text. Therefore, the researcher gives suggestion to the user of
Google Translation that they have to carefully and correct the translation
result.32

2.

The second previous research was conducted by Cromico Jimmy (2015)
student of Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta about “Translation
Quality of English-Indonesian by Using Google Translate”. This research
32

Ain Ekazuriaty, “An Analysis on the Google Translation Quality in Translating English
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focuses on the translation analysis of the scientific article by using
Google Translation quality. The result of this research is highly less
accurate, less acceptable and less readable in the target language.33
3.

The third previous research was conducted by Virati Retno Devanti
(2012) student of Sebelas Maret University of Surakarta about “An
Analysis of Translation Techniques of Noun Phrase and The Quality of
Translation in James Cameron’s Novel “Avatar”.” This research focuses
on the translation technique and quality. The result of this thesis shows
that the accuracy level is high. The translation technique which has the
high level of accuracy and acceptability is established equivalence.34
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34
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES
In this chapter, the researcher explains about research methodologies
which include research approach, data source, technique of data collection,
technique of data analysis, and research procedure.
A. Research Approach
In this research, the researcher applied a descriptive qualitative
method. By using descriptive qualitative method, the researcher only
collected, classified, analyzed the data and then drew a conclusion.Creswell
said that qualitative research is an inquiry process of understanding based on
distinct methodological traditions of inquiry that explore a social or human
problem.35
B. Data Source
Data source in qualitative research gather the data from the supporting
data such as documents and other (audio, video or photo) can be added. Then
the researcher reviews all the data and organizes it into categories that cut
across the entire data source.36
According to Bogdan and Biklen, “the data that will be used in
qualitative research encompasses material recorded by researcher, such as
interview transcript and field note; and material made by others found by

35
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36
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researcher, such as diaries, photos, documents, and articles of newspaper.”37
The data sources of this research are:
1.

Primary Data Source
The primary data are those which are collected afresh and for the
first time, and thus happen to be original in character.38Primary data
source are original documents such as correspondence, diaries, reports,
transcripts, etc. In this research, the researcher took 18 complex
sentences for each text. The primary data for this research are:(a)
Indonesian texts and its translation results in English produced by
Microsoft Translator. In here, the researcher uses agricultural technology
text which entitled Teknologi Cokelat, economic text which entitled
Komunikasi Bisnis and religious text which enitled Umar bin Khattab,
the researcher chooses three different types of text because the researcher
wants to know whether Microsoft Translator be able to translate each
terms of those science study or not and (b) the questionnaires score of the
rater which relates with the level of accuracy, readability and
acceptability.

2.

Secondary Data Source
The secondary data sources are those which have already been
collected by someone else and which have already been passed through
the statistical process.39Secondary data may either published data or
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unpublished data. Usually published data are available in: a) various
publications of foreign government; (b) technical and trade journals; (d)
books, magazines and newspapers, etc. Then, the sources of unpublished
data are many; they may be found in diaries, letters, unpublished
biographies and autobiographies and also may be available with scholars
and research workers, trade associations, labor bureau, etc.40Related to
this research, the researcher used previous researches, journals,books,
dictionariesand internet media which have relation with this research.
C. Technique of Sampling
Sample is part of target population, which is carefully selected to
represent the population.41In this research, the researcher uses purposive
sampling. Purposive sampling is researcher handpicks the cases to be
included in the sample on the basis of their judgment of their typicality or
possession of the particular characteristics being sought. In this way,they
build up a sample that is satisfactory to their specific needs.42This technique
is used to select and determine the data source of this research. The data
sources are selected based on certain characteristic or criteria; it isIndonesian
texts and its translation through Microsoft Translator. The chosen sample
entry text is one chapter for each book and the chosen sentences are complex
sentences which consist of 18 complex sentences for each text. Meanwhile,
the title books for this research are Teknology Cokelat, Komunikasi Bisnis and
Umar bin Khattab.
40
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D. Technique of Data Collection
John W. Creswell point out that “During the process of research, the
investigator may collect qualitative documents. These may be public
documents (e.g., newspapers, minutes of meetings, official reports) or private
documents (e.g., personal journals and diaries, letters, e-mails)”.43For
collecting data, the researcher uses:
1.

Documentation
According to Arikunto, documentation is a number of data that
presents the verbal data such as correspondence, journal, memory, report
and others which can be mutual responsible.44
The documents in this research are a) Indonesian text and its
translation through Microsoft Translator that consist of 18 complex
sentences, and b) the result of questionnaire from the raters.

2.

Questionnaire
Barr, Davis and Johnson stated that questionnaire is a systematic
compilation of questions that are submitted to a sampling of population
from which information is desired.”45 The questionnaire is a form
prepared and distributed to secure responses to certain questions. It is a
device for securing answers to questions by using a form which a form
which the respondent will fill by himself.46
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This research applied two types of questionnaire; they are close
format and open-ended format. The close format questionnaire means
that the questionnaire is in form of scaled questionnaire. The researcher
distributed questionnaires containing scale of the translation’s accuracy,
acceptability and readability to the raters. Meanwhile, in open-ended
format, the raters are allowed to give their comments dealing with the
translation’s accuracy, acceptability and readability. Rater is a person
who assesses the quality of the translation.
The questionnaires are based on a rating scale according to
Nababan (2004), as shown in the table below:
Table 3.1 The Scale of Accuracy:
Scale
3

Description

Conclusion

The content of the source text is accurately Accurate
transferred

into

the

target

text.

The

translated text is clear and any rewriting is
not needed.
2

The content of the source text is less Less
accurately trasferred into the target text. The Accurate
translated text can be understood, but some
rewritings are needed.

1

The content of the source text is not Not Accurate
transferred at all.47
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Table 3.2 The Scale of Readability:
Scale
1

Description
The

target

language

text

Conclusion
is

fully Readable

comprehended. The readers only need to
read it once.
2

There is one unfamiliar word or more found Less readable
in the target language text. However, the
reader still manages to understand the
content of the text by reading more than
once.

3

The reader completely does not comprehend Unreadable
the content of the target language text (in
Nababan, 1999: 62).48

Table 3.3 The Scale of Acceptability:
Scale
3

Description

Conclusion

The translation is transferred naturally; it Acceptable
almost does not feel like translation. There is
not grammatical mistake.

2

The translation sounds like translation. Less
There are some grammatical errors of the Acceptable
whole text.

1

The translation extremely sounds like Not
translation. There are many grammatical Acceptable
errors of the whole text (Nababan, 2004).49
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E. Technique of Data Analysis
Bogdan said that data analysis is the process of systematically
searching and arranging the interview transcripts, field notes, and other
materials that you accumulate to increase your own understanding of them
and to enable you to present what you have discovered to others.50 There are
several types of qualitative research, the most widely used approaches namely
basic interpretative studies, case studies, document or content analysis,
ethnography, grounded theory, historical studies, narrative inquiry, and
phenomenological studies.51
In this research, the researcher used content analysis as the research
design. Ezzy suggest that content analysis starts with a sample of texts (the
units); defines the units of analysis (e.g. words, sentences) and the categories
to be used for analysis, reviews the text in order to code them and place them
into categories, and then counts and logs the occurrences of words, codes and
categories.52
Content analysis focuses on analyzing and interpreting recorded
material. Recorded material may be public records, textbooks, letters, films,
tapes, diaries, themes, reports, or other documents. In this research, the
researcher used textbooks as the recorded material.53
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In this research, the researcher uses technique of data analysis based
onHoward Harris which consists of eight steps.54This research was designed
to be conducted in the following stage:
1.

Identify the questions to be asked and constructs to be used
In this research, the researcher indentified the questions to be
asked. They are a) How is the accuracy of the Microsoft Translator in
translating complex sentence Indonesia into English of the text? b) How
is the readability of the Microsoft Translator in translating complex
sentence Indonesia into English of the text? c) How is the acceptability of
the Microsoft Translator in translating complex sentence Indonesia into
English of the text?

2.

Choose the texts to be examined
In this process, the researcher took three kinds of texts; they are
technology text which entitled Teknologi Cokelat, economic text which
entitled Komunikasi Bisnis and religi text which entitled Umar bin
Khattab.

3.

Decide on the size or type of response to be counted in the analysis (unit
of analysis)
In this research, the researcher took three kinds texts and 18
complex sentences for each text. This research focuseson complex
sentence because the researcher wants to whether Microsoft Translator is
able to translate complex sentence or not.

4.

Determine the categories into which the responses are to be divided
54

Prida Ariani, How to Use Content Analysis Methods: Steps in Conducting Content
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In this process, the researcher wants to know the level of accuracy
readability and acceptability of the translated text through Microsoft
Translator.
5.

Generate a coding scheme
In this step, the researcher made some codes to distinguish the
sample of translated complex sentence, for examples:
TC/ S 1 (Teknologi Cokelat/ Sentence 1)
KB/ S 1 (Komunikasi Bisnis/ Sentence 1)
UB/ S 1 (Umar bin Khattab/ Sentence 1)

6.

Conduct a sample or pilot study and revise the categories and coding
scheme as needed
In this step, the researcher conducted a sample, revised the
categories and coded scheme by making table of assessment.

7.

Collect the data
In this process, the researcher collected the data base of the level
of accuracy, readability and acceptability.

8.

Assess validity and reliability
In this step, the researcher did validity by checking the problem
statement and the questionnaire, whether it is valid or not. Moreover, the
researcher did reliability by checking analysis data and conclusion,
whether it is reliable or not.

F. Data Validity
This stage is the stage where researcher tests the validity. Like other
researches, research instrument is said to have validity if it measures what it
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purports to measure and it has reliability if it gives the same results
consistently (Hagood, 1941).55
There are five of validity by Krippendorff: sampling validity, semantic
validity, correlational validity, predictive validity and construct validity. In
this step, the researcher used sampling validity. Sampling validity is
concerned with any sampling that occurred in the selection of the texts to be
examined and in the selection of the samples to be used for the pilot study
and for the check coding exercise.56 In this research, the researcher gained
data with questionnaire in form of close format and open-ended format
questionnaire which is distributed to the rater.
G. Research Procedure
This research is conducted in the following procedures, as follows:
1. Determining the document to be analyzed.
2. Reading the Indonesian text that has been decided.
3. Analyzing the complex sentence of the Indonesian text.
4. Translate the chosen Indonesian complex sentences through Microsoft
Translator
5. Making a list of data in the form of questionnaire and finding raters who
are capable in assessing the accuracy, readability and acceptability of the
data.
6. Collecting the scores given by the raters.
7. Classifying the data based on the accuracy, readability and acceptability
level.
55
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8. Discussing the finding by relating them to the theoretical context of the
study.
9. Drawing conclusion in order to find out the answer of the problem
statements based on the analyzed data and providing the suggestion.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this chapter, the problem statements on the Chapter One about the
quality of the Microsoft Translator will be answered by analyzing data from
checking questionnaire done by raters. Based on the score which was given by the
raters, there were some problems appearing in translation of complex sentences
through Microsoft Translator. The problems were relating with accuracy,
readability and acceptability of the target text. In this chapter, the problems will
be answered to draw a conclusion.
A. Research Findings
Based on the data analysis contained in appendix 1, it can be seen that
there were findings related to the accuracy, readability and acceptability in
the use of Microsoft Translator.
1.

The Level of Accuracy through Microsoft Translator
Generally, the quality of translation produced by Microsoft
Translator can be seen in the table below. As it can be seen, there are
three kinds of text; they are Teknologi Cokelat (TC), Komunikasi Bisnis
(KB) and Umar bin Khattab (UK).
Table 4.1 The Level of Accuracy through Microsoft Translator
T
E
X
T

Accuracy

Total Percentage

Score

Score

3

2

1

3

2

1

TC

0

1

17

0%

5,5 %

94,4 %

KB

3

14

1

16,6 %

77,7 %

5,55 %

42

43

UK

0

5

13

0%

27,7 %

72,2 %

Tot

3

20

31

5, 55 %

37 %

57, 4%

Based on the table above, TC, KB and UK texts were analyzed
based on the percentage level of accuracy which the result showed that
the TC text had the lowest level of translation quality.
TC text had total percentage score 0% for accurate, 5,5% for less
accurate and 94,5% for not accurate. It indicated that Microsoft
Translator was unable to produce a good translation. Meanwhile, KB text
had total percentage score 16,6% for accurate, 77,7% for less accurate
and 5,5% for not accurate. It meant that Microsoft Translator was unable
to produce a good translation too. Likewise with UK text, the accuracy
result is not much different from the TC and KB text. UK text had total
percentage score 0% for accurate, 27,7% for less accurate and 57,4% for
not accurate.
2.

The Level of Readability through Microsoft Translator
Generally, the quality of translation produced by Microsoft
Translator can be seen in the table below. As we can see, there are three
kinds of text; they are Teknologi Cokelat (TC), Komunikasi Bisnis (KB)
and Umar bin Khattab (UK).
Table 4.2The Level of Readability through Microsoft Translator
T
E
X
T

3

Readability

Total Percentage

Score

Score

2

1

43

3

2

1

44

TC

0

3

15

0%

16,6 %

83,3 %

KB

4

13

0

22,2 %

72,2 %

0%

UK

0

10

8

0%

55,5 %

44,4 %

Tot

4

26

23

7,4 %

48,1 %

42,5 %

Based on the table above, TC, KB and UK texts were analyzed
based on the percentage level of readability which the result showed that
the TC text had the lowest level of translation quality.
TC text ha total percentage score 0% for readable, 16,6% for less
readable and 83,8% for not readable. It indicated that Microsoft
Translator was unable to produce a good translation especially in
readability. Meanwhile, KB text had total percentage score 22,2% for
readable, 72,2% for less readable and 0% for not readable. It meant that
Microsoft Translator was unable to produce a good translation too.
Likewise with UK text, the accuracy result is not much different from the
TC and KB text. UK text had total percentage score 0% for accurate,
55,5% for less accurate and 44,4% for not accurate.
3.

The Level of Acceptability through Microsoft Translator
The quality of translation produced by Microsoft Translator can
be seen in the table below. As it can be seen, there are three kinds of text;
they are Teknologi Cokelat (TC), Komunikasi Bisnis (KB) and Umar bin
Khattab (UK).
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Table 4.3 The Level of Acceptability through Microsoft Translator
T
E
X
T

Acceptability

Total Percentage

Score

Score

3

2

1

3

2

1

TC

0

1

17

0%

5,5 %

94,4 %

KB

1

17

0

5,5 %

94,4 %

0%

UK

0

1

17

0%

5,5 %

94,4 %

Tot

1

19

34

1,8 %

35,1 %

62,9 %

Based on the table above, TC, KB and UK texts were analyzed
based on the percentage level of acceptability which the result showed
that TC and UK text had the lowest level of translation quality.
TC and UK text had total percentage score 0% for acceptable,
5,5% for less acceptable and 94,4% for not acceptable. It indicated that
Microsoft Translator was unable to produce a good translation especially
in acceptability. Meanwhile, KB text had total percentage score 5,5% for
acceptable, 94,4% for less acceptable and 0% for not acceptable. It meant
that Microsoft Translator was unable to produce a good translation too.
B. Research Discussions
In this section, the researcher discussed in depth about the translation
quality through Microsoft Translator.
1.

The Quality of Accuracy, Readability and Acceptability of the
Teknologi Cokelat Text
In this section, the researcher discussed in depth about the
translation

quality

from

TC

45

text

which

was

started

from
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analyzesaccuracy then readability and acceptability. In the TC text, there
were 18 complex sentences collected to check the accuracy, readability
and acceptability.
a.

Accuracy
Based on the definition of accuracy which was conveyed by
some linguists in Chapter Two, a text could be said as an accurate
translation if the message or idea from source text was conveyed into
target text correctly and appropriately.57
The 18 complex sentences were written on questionnaire.
They were copied and given to the raters to be tested out the
accuracy. The table below was the data from raters dealing with
accuracy as follow in Table 4.4:
Table 4.4The Score of Accuracy on TC Text
Num

R1

R2

Average

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1,5

3

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

5

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

7

1

1

1

8

1

1

1

9

1

1

1

10

1

1

1
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11

1

2

1,5

12

1

2

1,5

13

1

1

1

14

1

2

1,5

15

1

1

1

16

1

2

1,5

17

1

2

1,5

18

2

2

2

Total Average

1,22

From the data above, it could be seen that the average of
accuracy of the data was 1,22. The translation of complex sentences
in the TC text which had average range between 1≤ X ≤ 2 were not
accurate because there were some words translated inappropriately
especially in choosing words. Moreover, there were some words that
could not be translated by Microsoft Translator. These finding
problems would be discussed deeper next in this chapter. There were
3 classifications for each term. Classification A for all complex
sentences were examined considered accurate with score 3.
Classification B for all complex sentences were examined
considered less accurate with score 2. Then, Classification C for all
complex sentences were examined considered not accurate with
score 1.
1) Classification A
In this classification, all complex sentences were
examined considered accurate with score 3. A sentence was
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accurate if the content of the source text was accurately
transferred into the target text. The translated text was clear and
any rewriting was not needed.58 In this text, there were not
complex sentences which had score 3. It could be seen on the
table that the general score was 1 or 2 which meant less accurate
or not accurate.
2) Classification B
This

classification

discussed

about

less

accurate

translated complex sentences. There was 1 of 18 complex
sentenceswhich wasless accurate; it was sentence 18. The
sentence called as less accurate because there were some words
translated inappropriately especially in diction. Moreover, there
were some grammatical errors. So that it madethe content of the
source text was less accurately conveyed into the target text. The
translated text could be understood but some rewritings were
needed.59
TC/ S18
ST

Jika alkali encer digunakan seperti halnya untuk nib,
jumlah air yang harus dikeluarkan menjadi masalah.

TT

If alkaline dilute is used as well as for nib, the amount of
water must be issued a problem.
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Sentence 18 was less accurate because the content of the
source text was less accurately conveyed into the target text.60
Moreover, there was distortion of meaning which was caused by
the deletion of the information which could affect on the message.
There was not English translation of dikeluarkan so it could affect
the message. It should be added discarded, the translation of
dikeluarkan. Besides that, alkaline dilute should be dilute alkaline
because alkaline was as head and dilute was as modifier. Using
issued was not appropriate, it should be become. So, the
alternative translation was “If dilute alkaline is used as well as for
nib, the amount of water which must be discarded become a
problem”.
3) Classification C
This classification discussed about not accurate score of
translated complex sentence. The translation was classified as
not accurate translation because the meaning of words, technical
term, phrases, clauses or sentences in the source text were not
accurately transferred into the target text. Moreover, the content
of the source text was not conveyed at all.61 There were 17 of 18
complex sentences not accurate in TC text; they were sentence
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17.
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TC/ S1
ST

Sedangkan penyangraian pada suhu 140˚C selama 40
menit dihasilkan produk kakao dengan kandungan
komponen volatil pembentuk aroma yang maksimal.

TT

While penyangraian at a temperature of 140˚C for 40
minutes generated cocoa products with the contents of
the volatile shaper maximum scent.
Sentence 1 was not accurate because the source text was

not conveyed at all and some rewritings were needed.62 Based
on the translation result above, Microsoft Translator could not
translate penyangraian word. Penyangraian could be translated
as roasting. Generatedwas not appropriate for that context, it
could be replaced as produced.
TC/ S 2
ST

Suhu rendah ini mengakibatkan lemak kakao memiliki
cita rasa lemah yang cocok untuk pembuatan cokelat
susu.

TT

This low temperature resulted in cocoa fat has weak taste
that is suitable for the manufacture of chocholate milk.
Sentence 2 was less accurately conveyed into the target

text. It happened because the use of word meaning or diction
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was not appropriate and there were some grammatical errors.63
The word in should be deleted. Before has should be given
subordinate conjunction which or replace has into with. Besides
that, for the manufacture was not appropriate. It could be
replaced with to make.
TC/ S 3
ST

Penyangraian awalnya berupa drum berputar dengan
pemberian panas di bagian luar dari hasil pembakaran
bahan bakar padat, gas, atau minyak.

TT Penyangraian originally the form of rotating drums with
the giving of the heat on the outside from the results of
solid fuel burning, gas, or oil.
Sentence 3 was not accurate because the source text was
not conveyed at all and some rewritings were needed.64 It was
caused Microsoft Translator could not translated penyangraian
into target text. The translation of penyangraian was roasting.
With the should be replaced as by and of after by giving must be
omitted.
TC/ S 4
ST

Biji-biji kakao bergolak memutar dalam drum, dipanaskan
hanya dengan cara konduksi.
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TT

The seeds of the cocoa turbulent play in the drums, heated
just in a way conduction.
Sentence 4 was not accurate. It happened because there

was misplacing word meaning, some grammatical errors.
Moreover, it needed some rewritings.65Turbulent should be
replaced as turbulently because it was an adverb. Play was not
appropriate word for bergolak, it could be replaced with move.
Way conduction should be way of conduction or conduction way
and article a in a way must be omitted.
TC/ S 5
ST

Kebanyakan penyangrai dilengkapi sistem pendingin
untuk mencegah perubahan yang tidak dikehendaki
karena pemanasan berlebihan setelah penyangraian.

TT

Most penyangrai are equipped the cooling system to
prevent undesirable changes due to excessive warming
after penyangraian.
Sentence 5 was not accurate because the source text was

not conveyed at all and some rewritings were needed.66 There
was word which cannot be translated by Microsoft Translator; it
was penyangraian. Penyangraian on that independent clause
could be translated as roastingmachine and penyangraian on
dependent clause could be translated as roasting. There was
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grammatical error too. Changes should be change because the
subject was plural.
TC/ S 6
ST

Padapenyangraian terjadi perubahan-perubahan kimia
yang berkaitan dengan pengembangan aroma dan warna
kokoa.

TT

Onpenyangraian-chemical

changes

related

to

the

development of the case changes aroma and colour
cocoa.
Sentence 6 was not accurate because the source text was
not conveyed at all and some rewritings were needed.67On
should be replaced as in. Moreover, Microsoft Translator could
not translate penyangraian word; it could be translated as
roasting. Colour cocoa was not a good order because colour
was as modifier; it should be cocoa colour or colour of cocoa.
The sentence could be rewritten become “In a roasting process,
the chemical changes are happened which relate to the
development of aroma and cocoa colour”.
TC/ S 7
ST

Penyangraian mengakibatkan degradasi asam-asam
amino, yang semuanya mengalami kerusakan dengan
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laju yang berbeda-beda.
TT

Penyangraian resulted in the degradation of amino acids,
which are all experiencing damage with different rate.
Sentence 7 was not accurate because the source text was

not conveyed at all and some rewritings were needed.68
Microsoft Translator could not translate penyangraian word; it
could be translated as roasting. In the words should be deleted
because placing preposition in that sentence was not appropriate.
With word should be replaced as in.
TC/ S 8
ST

Jika lama dan suhu penyangraian dioptimasi untuk biji
kakao berukuran sedang, maka biji yang kecil mengalami
pemanasan berlebihan atau bahkan hangus.

TT

If old and temperature penyangraian optimized for a
medium-sized

cocoa

beans,

then

the

seeds

are

experiencing excessive warming or even scorched.
Sentence 8 was not accurate. It was caused the source
text was not conveyed at all and some rewritings were needed.69
The use of old word was not appropriate; it could be replaced as
duration.

Microsoft

Translator

should

be

translated

penyangraian become roasting. Moreover, Microsoft Translator
did not mention the size of the beans; it was small. So, it should
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be small beans. The rewriting of that sentence was “If duration
and temperature of roasting are optimized for a medium- sized
of cocoa beans, so the small beans are experiencing excessive
warming or even scorched”.
TC/ S 9
ST

Bagian yang bernilai pada biji kokoa adalah nib,
sedangkan kulitnya merupakan limbah yang bernilai
sangat rendah.

TT

The cocoa beans is nib, which is worth on, while the peel
is a waste that is worth very low.
Sentence 9 was not accurate because the source text was

not conveyed at all and some rewritings were needed.70 There
was word which was misplacing word; it was bernilai. Bernilai
should be placed in the beginning of the sentence because it was
a modifier which explains part of beans. Moreover, is worth
very low was not appropriate, it should be replaced become has
a very low quality. The rewriting of that sentence could be
written become “The precious part of cocoa bean was nib while
the peel was a waste that has very low quality.
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TC/ S 10
ST

Pada cara ini, biji-biji dipancari dengan sinar infra
merah di atas conveyor bergetar.

TT

On this way, the seeds of the dipancari with infrared
rays on the conveyor vibrate.
Sentence 10 was not accurate because the source text

was not conveyed at all and some rewritings were needed.71
There was inappropriate the use of word; it was pada. It should
be in this way because the context of the sentence was talking
about the way how to do something. Besides that, Microsoft
Translator could not translate dipancari word. It meantthat the
source text was not conveyed at all. Dipancaricould be
translated become irradiated. So, the rewriting translation was
“In this way, the beans are irradiated with infrared rays on the
conveyor vibrate”.
TC/ S 11
ST

Bagian ini terdiri atas dua roller segi enam berputar
dengan arah yang sama, yang melemparkan biji-biji ke
lempeng-lempeng logam.

TT

This section is composed of two hexagon roller spun with
the same direction, which threw the seeds of the platemetal plate.
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Sentence 11 was not accurate because the source text
was less accurately conveyed into the target text.72 It
happenedbecause there was misplacing word meaning and some
grammatical errors. Section was not appropriate for that context,
it should be part. Composed was inappropriate because
composed was used for making something by merging parts; for
example, “The editor composed a historical journal from many
individual letters.” Composed could be replaced as consists of.
Threw was a past form of throw. That sentence tense was
present participle so it should be throw after subordinate
conjunction which. Of should be replaced to be to. Moreover,
plate-metal plate was a wrong repetition word, it should be
metal plate.
TC/ S 12
ST

Pecahan-pecahan kulit biji dibuang dengan penyedotan
pneumatik pada bagian luapan pada tiap-tiap ayakan,
dengan sisa pecahan-pecahan nib tertinggal didorong ke
penampung pada sisi mesin.

TT

Fragments skinseeds discarded with pneumatic are
siphoned off at the overflow in each sieve, with the rest
of thefragments nib pushed to holding on the side of the
machine.
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Sentence 12 was not accurately conveyed into the target
text. It was caused there was misused word meaning and some
grammatical errors.73Skin should be peel and seeds should be
beans. Areshould be omitted and place it after beans so it will be
“Fragments of bean peel are discarded...” Fragments nib should
be nib fragments because fragment was as head of noun phrase.
Holding on must be omitted because there was no word in
source text which was translated as holding on.
TC/ S 13
ST

Ayakan dijaga agar tidak tersumbat dengan cara
penggetaran dan penggarukan.

TT

Sieves guarded in order not clogged with the way
penggetaran and scratching.
Sentence 13 was not accurate because the source text

was not conveyed at all and some rewritings were needed.74 The
subject of the sentence was singular and it was passive sentence.
So, it should be Sieve is guarded. Not clogged words should be
added to be, so it will be not to be clogged. Moreover, Microsoft
cannot translate penggetaran word, it could be translated
become vibrating.
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TC/ S 14
ST

Kulit biji tidak cocok untuk pangan karena kandungan
selulosa yang banyak yang dapat mengakibatkan rasa
pedih.

TT

Skin seeds are not suitable for food because the content
of cellulose that a lot of which can lead to a sense of
poignant.
Sentence 14 was not accurately conveyed into the target

text because there were misused words and grammatical
errors.75Skin seeds should be peel beans. We should add of after
because. Content should be replaced as ingredient because this
sentence was talking about foodstuffs. Besides that, we must add
a lot of before cellulose and replace a lot of which can to be a lot
of that can.
TC/ S 15
ST

Van Houten pada tahun 1828 menemukan cara
menghilangkan sebagian besar lemak dari nib dengan
pengempaan hidraulik.

TT

Van Houten in 1828 discover how to eliminate most of
the fat from nib with pengempaan hydraulics.
Sentence 15 was not accurate because the source text

was

not

conveyed

at
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all

and

some

rewritings

were

60

needed.76Discover should be discovered because the sentence
context was talking about past time. Microsoft Translator could
not translate pengempaan word; it could be translated become
pressure. So, the alternative translation was “In 1828, Van
Houten discovered how to eliminate most of the fat from nib by
using hydraulics pressure”.
TC/ S 16
ST

Mesin ini dirancang sehingga nib basah yang mudah
retak tidak pecah.

TT

These machinesare designed sonib wet that easily
cracked not to break.
Sentence 16 was not accurate because the content of the

source text was not conveyed at all. It happened because there
were misused words and grammatical errors.77 Subject of that
sentence was singular so it should be this machine and change
are into is because of its verb agreement. We should add that
after so because sehingga was translated as so that. Nib wet
should be wet nib because wet was as modifier so it should
placed before nib. The alternative translation could be “This
machine is designed, so that the easily cracked wet nib is not
broken.”
TC/ S 17
76
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61

ST

Nib yang pecah mengakibatkan lemak memisah, yang
dapat mengakibatkan masalah serius dalam penanganan
bahan.

TT

Nib which breaks resulted in fat, which can lead to a
serious problem splitting in the handling of the
ingredients.
Sentence 17 was not accurately conveyed into the target

text because the content of the source text was not conveyed at
alland there was misplacing ineffective use word.78Nib which
breaks could be more effective as broken nib. We should move
splitting after resulted in and omit splitting after problem.
b. Readability
Based on the definition of readability which was conveyed by
linguist in Chapter Two, a text could be said as a readable translation
if the target language text was fully comprehended. The readers only
need to read it once.79The 18 complex sentences were written on
questionnaire. They were copied and given to two lecturers as raters
to be tested out the readability. The table below was the data from
two raters dealing with readability as follow in Table 4.5:
Table 4.5The Score of Readability on TC Text
Num

R1

R2

Average

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

78
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61

62

3

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

5

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

7

1

1

1

8

1

1

1

9

1

1

1

10

1

1

1

11

1

2

1,5

12

1

1

1

13

1

1

1

14

1

2

1,5

15

1

1

1

16

1

2

1,5

17

1

2

1,5

18

2

2

2

Total Average

1,22

From the data above, Table 4.5 showed that the average of
readability of the data was 1,22. The translations of complex
sentences in the TC text which had average range between 1 ≤ X ≤ 2
were not readable because there were some words translated
inappropriately and there were some words that could not be
translated by Microsoft Translator.80 So that it made the readers
completely did not comprehend the content of the target language
text. These findings problems would be discussed next in this
chapter.There were 3 classifications for each term. Classification A
for all complex sentences were examined considered readable with
80
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score 3. Classification B for all complex sentences were examined
considered less readable with score 2. Then, Classification C for all
complex sentences were examined considered not readable with
score 1.
1) Classification A
This classification discussedabout readable complex
sentences which had score 3. A text could be said as readable if
target language text was fully comprehended. The readers only
needed to read it once.81 In this text, there were not complex
sentences which had score 3. It could be seen on the table above
that the general score was 1 or 2 which meant less readable or
not readable.
2) Classification B
This classification discussed about less readable score of
translated complex sentences. There were 2 of 18 complex
sentences which were less readable;they were sentence 2 and 18.
The sentence called as less readable because there were some
words translated not appropriately especially in diction.
Moreover, there were some grammatical errors. So that it made
the reader still managed to understand the content of the text by
reading more than once.82Here were the less readable complex
sentences.
TC/ S 2
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ST

Suhu rendah ini mengakibatkan lemak kakao memiliki
cita rasa lemah yang cocok untuk pembuatan cokelat
susu.

TT

This low temperature resulted in cocoa fat has weak taste
that is suitable for the manufacture of chocholate milk.
Sentence 2 was less readable conveyed into the target

text. It happened because there was one unfamiliar word or more
found in the target language text. However, the reader still
managed to understand the content of the text by reading more
than once.83The word in should be deleted. Before has should be
given subordinate conjunction which or replace has into with.
Besides that, for the manufacture was not appropriate. It could
be replaced with to make.
TC/ S 18
ST

Jika alkali encer digunakan seperti halnya untuk nib,
jumlah air yang harus dikeluarkan menjadi masalah.

TT

If alkaline dilute is used as well as for nib, the amount of
water must be issued a problem.
Sentence 18 was less readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
However, the reader still managed to understand the content of
the text by reading more than once.84 Moreover, there was
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distortion of meaning which was caused by the deletion of the
information which can affect on the message. There was no
English translation of dikeluarkan so it could affect the message.
It should be added discarded, the translation of dikeluarkan.
Besides that, alkaline dilute should be dilute alkaline because
alkaline was as head and dilute was as modifier. Using issued was
not appropriate, it should be become. So, the alternative
translation was “If dilute alkaline is used as well as for nib, the
amount of water which must be discarded become a problem”.
Classification C
In this classification, the researcher discussed about not
readable score of translated complex sentence. The translation
classified as not readable translation because there was one
unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text and
the reader completely did not comprehend the content of the
target language text.85 Moreover, there were words which were
inappropriate and there were some grammatical errors too.
There were 16 of 18 complex sentences not readable in
TC text. The complex sentences which had the score 1 of not
readable was sentence 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
and 16.
TC/ S 1
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ST

Sedangkan penyangraian pada suhu 140˚C selama 40
menit dihasilkan produk kakao dengan kandungan
komponen volatil pembentuk aroma yang maksimal.

TT

While penyangraian at a temperature of 140˚C for 40
minutes generated cocoa products with the contents of
the volatile shaper maximum scent.
Sentence 1 was not readable because the reader

completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.86Based on the translation result above, Microsoft
Translator

could

not

translate

penyangraian

word.

Penyangraian could be translated as roasting. Generated was
not appropriate for that context, it could be replaced as
produced.
TC/ S 3
ST

Penyangraian awalnya berupa drum berputar dengan
pemberian panas di bagian luar dari hasil pembakaran
bahan bakar padat, gas, atau minyak.

TT Penyangraian originally the form of rotating drums with
the giving of the heat on the outside from the results of
solid fuel burning, gas, or oil.
Sentence 3 was not readable because the reader
completely did not comprehend the content of the target
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language text.87 It was caused Microsoft Translator could not
translated penyangraian into target text. The translation of
penyangraian was roasting. With the should be replaced as by
and of after by giving must be omitted.
TC/ S 4
ST

Biji-biji

kakao

bergolak

memutar

dalam

drum,

dipanaskan hanya dengan cara konduksi.
TT

The seeds of the cocoa turbulent play in the drums,
heated just in a way conduction.
Sentence 4 was not readable. It happened because the

reader completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.88Turbulent should be replaced as turbulently
because it was an adverb. Play was not appropriate word for
bergolak, it could be replaced with move. Way conduction
should be way of conduction or conduction way and article a in
a way must be omitted.
TC/ S 5
ST

Kebanyakan penyangrai dilengkapi sistem pendingin
untuk mencegah perubahan yang tidak dikehendaki
karena pemanasan berlebihan setelah penyangraian.

TT

Most penyangrai are equipped the cooling system to
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prevent undesirable changes due to excessive warming
after penyangraian.
Sentence 5 was not readable because the reader
completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.89There was word which could not be translated
by Microsoft Translator; it was penyangraian. Penyangraian in
that independent clause could be translated as roastingmachine
and penyangraian in dependent clause could be translated as
roasting. There was grammatical error too. Changes should be
change because the subject is plural.
TC/ S 6
ST

Padapenyangraian terjadi perubahan-perubahan kimia
yang berkaitan dengan pengembangan aroma dan warna
kokoa.

TT

Onpenyangraian-chemical

changes

related

to

the

development of the case changes aroma and colour
cocoa.
Sentence 6 was not readable because the reader
completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.90On should be replaced as in. Moreover,
Microsoft Translator could not translate penyangraian word; it
could be translated as roasting. Colour cocoa was not a good
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order because colour was as modifier; it should be cocoa colour
or colour of cocoa. The sentence could be rewritten become “In
a roasting process, the chemical changes are happened which
relate to the development of aroma and cocoa colour”.
TC/ S 7
ST

Penyangraian mengakibatkan degradasi asam-asam
amino, yang semuanya mengalami kerusakan dengan
laju yang berbeda-beda.

TT

Penyangraian resulted in the degradation of amino acids,
which are all experiencing damage with different rate.
Sentence 7 was not readable because the reader

completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.91 Microsoft Translator could not translate
penyangraian word; it could be translated as roasting. In the
words should be deleted because placing preposition in that
sentence was not appropriate. With word should be replaced as
in.
TC/ S 8
ST

Jika lama dan suhu penyangraian dioptimasi untuk biji
kakao berukuran sedang, maka biji yang kecil mengalami
pemanasan berlebihan atau bahkan hangus.

TT

If old and temperature penyangraian optimized for a
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medium-sized

cocoa

beans,

then

the

seeds

are

experiencing excessive warming or even scorched.
Sentence 8 was notreadable. It was caused the reader
completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.92 The use of old word was not appropriate; it
could be replaced as duration. Microsoft Translator should be
translated penyangraian become roasting. Moreover, Microsoft
Translator did not mention the size of the beans; it was small.
So, it should be small beans. The rewriting of that sentence was
“If duration and temperature of roasting are optimized for a
medium- sized of cocoa beans, so the small beans are
experiencing excessive warming or even scorched”.
TC/ S 9
ST

Bagian yang bernilai pada biji kokoa adalah nib,
sedangkan kulitnya merupakan limbah yang bernilai
sangat rendah.

TT

The cocoa beans is nib, which is worth on, while the peel
is a waste that is worth very low.
Sentence 9 was not readable because the reader

completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.93 There was word which was misplacing word; it
was bernilai. Bernilai should be placed in the beginning of the
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sentence because it was a modifier which explains part of beans.
Moreover, is worth very low was not appropriate, it should be
replaced become has a very low quality. The rewriting of that
sentence could be written become “The precious part of cocoa
bean is nib while the peel is a waste that has very low quality.
TC/ S 10
ST

Pada cara ini, biji-biji dipancari dengan sinar infra
merah di atas conveyor bergetar.

TT

On this way, the seeds of the dipancari with infrared
rays on the conveyor vibrate.
Sentence 10 was not readable because the reader

completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.94 There was inappropriate the use of word; it was
pada. It should be in this way because the context of the
sentence was talking about the way how to do something.
Besides that, Microsoft Translator could not translate dipancari
word. It meant that the source text was not conveyed at all.
Dipancari could be translated become irradiated. So, the
rewriting translation was “In this way, the beans are irradiated
with infrared rays on the conveyor vibrate”.
TC/ S 11
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ST

Bagian ini terdiri atas dua roller segi enam berputar
dengan arah yang sama, yang melemparkan biji-biji ke
lempeng-lempeng logam.

TT

This section is composed of two hexagon roller spun with
the same direction, which threw the seeds of the platemetal plate.
Sentence 11 was not readable because the reader

completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.95Section was not appropriate for that context, it
should be part. Composed was inappropriate because composed
was used for making something by merging parts; for example,
“The editor composed a historical journal from many individual
letters.” Composed could be replaced as consists of. Threw is a
past form of throw. That sentence tense was present participle so
it should be throw after subordinate conjunction which. Of
should be replaced to be to. Moreover, plate-metal plate was a
wrong repetition word, it should be metal plate.
TC/ S 12
ST

Pecahan-pecahan kulit biji dibuang dengan penyedotan
pneumatik pada bagian luapan pada tiap-tiap ayakan,
dengan sisa pecahan-pecahan nib tertinggal didorong ke
penampung pada sisi mesin.
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TT

Fragments skinseeds discarded with pneumatic are
siphoned off at the overflow in each sieve, with the rest
of thefragments nib pushed to holding on the side of the
machine.
Sentence 12 was not readable because the reader

completely did not comprehend the content of the target language
text.96Skin should be peel and seeds should be beans. Are should
be omitted and placed it after beans so it will be “Fragments of
bean peel are discarded...” Fragments nib should be nib fragments
because fragment was as head of noun phrase. Holding on must
be omitted because there was not word in source text which was
translated as holding on.
TC/ S 13
ST

Ayakan dijaga agar tidak tersumbat dengan cara
penggetaran dan penggarukan.

TT

Sieves guarded in order not clogged with the way
penggetaran and scratching.
Sentence 13 was not readable because the reader

completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.97 The subject of the sentence was singular and it
was passive sentence. So, it should be Sieve is guarded. Not
clogged words should be added to be, so it would be not to be
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clogged. Moreover, Microsoft could not translate penggetaran
word, it could be translated become vibrating.
TC/ S 14
ST

Kulit biji tidak cocok untuk pangan karena kandungan
selulosa yang banyak yang dapat mengakibatkan rasa
pedih.

TT

Skin seeds are not suitable for food because the content of
cellulose that a lot of which can lead to a sense of
poignant.
Sentence 14 was not readable because the reader

completely did not comprehend the content of the target language
text.98Skin seeds should be peel beans. We should add of after
because. Content should be replaced as ingredient because this
sentence was talking about foodstuffs. Besides that, we had
toadda lot of before cellulose and replaceda lot of which can to be
a lot of that can.
TC/ S15
ST

Van Houten pada tahun 1828 menemukan cara
menghilangkan sebagian besar lemak dari nib dengan
pengempaan hidraulik.

TT

Van Houten in 1828 discover how to eliminate most of
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the fat from nib with pengempaan hydraulics.
Sentence 15 was not readable because the reader
completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.99Discover should be discovered because the
sentence context was talking about past time. Microsoft
Translator could not translate pengempaan word; it could be
translated become pressure. So, the alternative translation was
“In 1828, Van Houten discovered how to eliminate most of the
fat from nib by using hydraulics pressure”.
TC/ S 16
ST

Mesin ini dirancang sehingga nib basah yang mudah
retak tidak pecah.

TT

These machinesare designed sonib wet that easily
cracked not to break.
Sentence 16 was not readable because the reader

completely did not comprehend the content of the target language
text.100 Subject of that sentence was singular so it should be this
machine and changedare into is because of its verb agreement.
We should add that after so because sehingga was translated as so
that. Nib wet should be wet nib because wet was as modifier so it
should placed before nib. The alternative translation could be
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“This machine is designed, so that the easily cracked wet nib is
not broken.”
TC/ S 17
Nib yang pecah mengakibatkan lemak memisah, yang

ST

dapat mengakibatkan masalah serius dalam penanganan
bahan.
Nib which breaks resulted in fat, which can lead to a

TT

serious problem splitting in the handling of the
ingredients.
Sentence 17 was not readable because the reader
completely did not comprehend the content of the target language
text.101Nib which breaks could be more effective as broken nib.
We should move splitting after resulted in and omit splitting after
problem.
c.

Acceptability
A text could be said as an acceptable translation if the
translation was conveyed naturally, it almost did not feel like
translation and there was not grammatical mistake.102 The table
below was the data from raters dealing with acceptable as follow in
Table 4.6:
Table 4.6The Score of Acceptability on TC Text
Num R1

R2

101
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102

76

Average

77

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1,5

3

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

5

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

7

1

1

1

8

1

1

1

9

1

1

1

10

1

1

1

11

1

1

1

12

1

1

1

13

1

1

1

14

1

2

1,5

15

1

1

1

16

1

2

1,5

17

1

2

1,5

18

2

2

2

Total Average

1,16

The data above showed that the average data of acceptability
was 1,16. The translations of complex sentences in the TC text
which had average range between 1≤ X ≤ 2 were not acceptable. The
text could be said as not acceptable if there were many grammatical
errors of the whole text and the translation extremely sounds like
translation.103 Besides that, there were some words that could not be
translated by Microsoft Translator. These finding problems would be
discussed deeper next in this chapter. There were 3 classifications for
103
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each term. Classification A for all complex sentences were examined
considered acceptable with score 3. Classification B for all complex
sentences were examined considered less acceptable with score 2.
Then, Classification C for all complex sentences were examined
considered not acceptable with score 1.
1) Classification A
In this classification, all complex sentences were
examined considered acceptable with score 3. A text could be
said as acceptable if the translation was transferred naturally; it
almost did not feel like translation and there were not
grammatical mistake.104 In this text, there were not complex
sentences which hadscoring 3. It could be seen on the table
above that the general score was 1 or 2 which meant less
acceptable or not acceptable.
2) Classification B
This classification talked about less acceptable score of
translated complex sentences. There was 1 of 18 complex
sentences less acceptable because the translation sounded like
translation and there were some grammatical errors of the entire
text.105 Here were the less acceptable complex sentences which
have score 2; it was sentence 18.
TC/ S 18
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ST

Jika alkali encer digunakan seperti halnya untuk nib,
jumlah air yang harus dikeluarkan menjadi masalah.

TT

If alkaline dilute is used as well as for nib, the amount of
water must be issued a problem.
Sentence 18 was less acceptable because the translation

sounded like translation and there were some grammatical errors
of the whole text.106 Moreover, there was distortion of meaning
which was caused by the deletion of the information which could
affect on the message. There was not English translation of
dikeluarkan so it could affect the message. It should be added
discarded, the translation of dikeluarkan. Besides that, alkaline
dilute should be dilute alkaline because alkaline was as head and
dilute was as modifier. Using issued was not appropriate, it
should be become. So, the alternative translation was “If dilute
alkaline is used as well as for nib, the amount of water which
must be discarded become a problem”.
3) Classification C
This classification discussed about not acceptable score
of translated complex sentences. The translation was classified
as not acceptable translation because the translation extremely
sounded like translation and there were some grammatical errors
of the entire text.
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There were 17 of 18 complex sentences not acceptable in
TC text. The complex sentences which had the score 1 of not
acceptable was sentence 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16 and 17.
TC/ S 1
ST

Sedangkan penyangraian pada suhu 140˚C selama 40
menit dihasilkan produk kakao dengan kandungan
komponen volatil pembentuk aroma yang maksimal.

TT

While penyangraian at a temperature of 140˚C for 40
minutes generated cocoa products with the contents of
the volatile shaper maximum scent.
Sentence 1 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were many
grammatical errors of the whole text.107 Based on the translation
result

above,

Microsoft

Translator

could

not

translate

penyangraian word. Penyangraian could be translated as
roasting. Generated was not appropriate for that context, it
could be replaced as produced.
TC/ S 2
ST

Suhu rendah ini mengakibatkan lemak kakao memiliki
cita rasa lemah yang cocok untuk pembuatan cokelat
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81

susu.
TT

This low temperature resulted in cocoa fat has weak taste
that is suitable for the manufacture of chocholate milk.
Sentence 2 was less acceptable conveyed into the target

text. It happened because the translation extremely sounded like
translation and there were many grammatical errors of the whole
text.108 The word in should be deleted. Before has should be
given subordinate conjunction which or replace has into with.
Besides that, for the manufacture was not appropriate. It could
be replaced with to make.
TC/ S 3
ST

Penyangraian awalnya berupa drum berputar dengan
pemberian panas di bagian luar dari hasil pembakaran
bahan bakar padat, gas, atau minyak.

TT Penyangraian originally the form of rotating drums with
the giving of the heat on the outside from the results of
solid fuel burning, gas, or oil.
Sentence 3 was not acceptable because the translation
extremely sounded like translation and there were many
grammatical errors of the whole text.109 It was caused Microsoft
Translator could not translated penyangraian into target text.
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The translation of penyangraian was roasting. With the should
be replaced as by and of after by giving must be omitted.
TC/ S 4
ST

Biji-biji

kakao

bergolak

memutar

dalam

drum,

dipanaskan hanya dengan cara konduksi.
TT

The seeds of the cocoa turbulent play in the drums,
heated just in a way conduction.
Sentence 4 was not acceptable. It happened because the

translation extremely sounded like translation and there were
many grammatical errors of the whole text.110Turbulent should
be replaced as turbulently because it was an adverb. Play was
not appropriate word for bergolak, it could be replaced with
move. Way conduction should be way of conduction or
conduction way and article a in a way must be omitted.
TC/ S 5
ST

Kebanyakan penyangrai dilengkapi sistem pendingin
untuk mencegah perubahan yang tidak dikehendaki
karena pemanasan berlebihan setelah penyangraian.

TT

Most penyangrai are equipped the cooling system to
prevent undesirable changes due to excessive warming
after penyangraian.
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Sentence 5 was not acceptable because the translation
extremely sounded like translation and there were many
grammatical errors of the whole text.111 There was word which
cannot

be

translated

by Microsoft

Translator;

it

was

penyangraian. Penyangraian on that independent clause could
be translated as roastingmachine and penyangraian on
dependent clause could be translated as roasting. There was
grammatical error too. Changes should be change because the
subject was plural.
TC/ S 6
ST

Padapenyangraian terjadi perubahan-perubahan kimia
yang berkaitan dengan pengembangan aroma dan warna
kokoa.

TT

Onpenyangraian-chemical

changes

related

to

the

development of the case changes aroma and colour
cocoa.
Sentence 6 was not acceptable because the translation
extremely sounded like translation and there were many
grammatical errors of the whole text.112On should be replaced as
in. Moreover, Microsoft Translator could not translate
penyangraian word; it could be translated as roasting. Colour
cocoa was not a good order because colour was as modifier; it
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should be cocoa colour or colour of cocoa. The sentence could
be rewritten become “In a roasting process, the chemical
changes are happened which relate to the development of aroma
and cocoa colour”.
TC/ S 7
ST

Penyangraian mengakibatkan degradasi asam-asam
amino, yang semuanya mengalami kerusakan dengan
laju yang berbeda-beda.

TT

Penyangraian resulted in the degradation of amino acids,
which are all experiencing damage with different rate.
Sentence 7 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were many
grammatical errors of the whole text.113 Microsoft Translator
could not translate penyangraian word; it could be translated as
roasting. In the words should be deleted because placing
preposition in that sentence was not appropriate. With word
should be replaced as in.
TC/ S 8
ST

Jika lama dan suhu penyangraian dioptimasi untuk biji
kakao berukuran sedang, maka biji yang kecil mengalami
pemanasan berlebihan atau bahkan hangus.
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TT

If old and temperature penyangraian optimized for a
medium-sized

cocoa

beans,

then

the

seeds

are

experiencing excessive warming or even scorched.
Sentence 8 was not acceptable. It was caused the
translation extremely sounded like translation and there were
many grammatical errors of the whole text.114 The use of old
word was not appropriate; it could be replaced as duration.
Microsoft Translator should be translated penyangraian become
roasting. Moreover, Microsoft Translator did not mention the
size of the beans; it was small. So, it should be small beans. The
rewriting of that sentence was “If duration and temperature of
roasting are optimized for a medium- sized of cocoa beans, so
the small beans are experiencing excessive warming or even
scorched”.
TC/ S 9
ST

Bagian yang bernilai pada biji kokoa adalah nib,
sedangkan kulitnya merupakan limbah yang bernilai
sangat rendah.

TT

The cocoa beans is nib, which is worth on, while the peel
is a waste that is worth very low.
Sentence 9 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were many

114
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grammatical errors of the whole text.115 There was word which
was misplacing word; it was bernilai. Bernilai should be placed
in the beginning of the sentence because it was a modifier which
explains part of beans. Moreover, is worth very low was not
appropriate, it should be replaced become has a very low
quality. The rewriting of that sentence could be written become
“The precious part of cocoa bean was nib while the peel was a
waste that has very low quality.
TC/ S 10
ST

Pada cara ini, biji-biji dipancari dengan sinar infra
merah di atas conveyor bergetar.

TT

On this way, the seeds of the dipancari with infrared
rays on the conveyor vibrate.
Sentence 10 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were many
grammatical errors of the whole text.116 There was inappropriate
the use of word; it was pada. It should be in this way because
the context of the sentence was talking about the way how to do
something. Besides that, Microsoft Translator could not translate
dipancari word. It meant that the source text was not conveyed
at all. Dipancari could be translated become irradiated. So, the
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rewriting translation was “In this way, the beans are irradiated
with infrared rays on the conveyor vibrate”.
TC/ S 11
ST

Bagian ini terdiri atas dua roller segi enam berputar
dengan arah yang sama, yang melemparkan biji-biji ke
lempeng-lempeng logam.

TT

This section is composed of two hexagon roller spun with
the same direction, which threw the seeds of the platemetal plate.
Sentence 11 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were many
grammatical errors of the whole text.117 It happened because
there was misplacing word meaning and some grammatical
errors. Section was not appropriate for that context, it should be
part. Composed was inappropriate because composed was used
for making something by merging parts; for example, “The
editor composed a historical journal from many individual
letters.” Composed could be replaced as consists of. Threw was
a past form of throw. That sentence tense was present participle
so it should be throw after subordinate conjunction which. Of
should be replaced to be to. Moreover, plate-metal plate was a
wrong repetition word, it should be metal plate.
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TC/ S 12
ST

Pecahan-pecahan kulit biji dibuang dengan penyedotan
pneumatik pada bagian luapan pada tiap-tiap ayakan,
dengan sisa pecahan-pecahan nib tertinggal didorong ke
penampung pada sisi mesin.

TT

Fragments skinseeds discarded with pneumatic are
siphoned off at the overflow in each sieve, with the rest
of thefragments nib pushed to holding on the side of the
machine.
Sentence 12 was not acceptable conveyed into the target

text because the translation extremely sounded like translation
and there were many grammatical errors of the whole
text.118Skin should be peel and seeds should be beans. Areshould
be omitted and place it after beans so it will be “Fragments of
bean peel are discarded...” Fragments nib should be nib
fragments because fragment was as head of noun phrase.
Holding on must be omitted because there was no word in
source text which was translated as holding on.
TC/ S 13
ST

Ayakan dijaga agar tidak tersumbat dengan cara
penggetaran dan penggarukan.

TT

Sieves guarded in order not clogged with the way
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penggetaran and scratching.
Sentence 13 was not acceptable because the translation
extremely sounded like translation and there were many
grammatical errors of the whole text.119 The subject of the
sentence was singular and it was passive sentence. So, it should
be Sieve is guarded. Not clogged words should be added to be,
so it will be not to be clogged. Moreover, Microsoft cannot
translate penggetaran word, it could be translated become
vibrating.
TC/ S 14
ST

Kulit biji tidak cocok untuk pangan karena kandungan
selulosa yang banyak yang dapat mengakibatkan rasa
pedih.

TT

Skin seeds are not suitable for food because the content
of cellulose that a lot of which can lead to a sense of
poignant.
Sentence 14 was not acceptable conveyed into the target

text because the translation extremely sounded like translation
and there were many grammatical errors of the whole
text.120Skin seeds should be peel beans. We should add of after
because. Content should be replaced as ingredient because this
sentence was talking about foodstuffs. Besides that, we must add
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a lot of before cellulose and replace a lot of which can to be a lot
of that can.
TC/ S 15
ST

Van Houten pada tahun 1828 menemukan cara
menghilangkan sebagian besar lemak dari nib dengan
pengempaan hidraulik.

TT

Van Houten in 1828 discover how to eliminate most of
the fat from nib with pengempaan hydraulics.
Sentence 15 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were many
grammatical errors of the whole text.121Discover should be
discovered because the sentence context was talking about past
time. Microsoft Translator could not translate pengempaan
word; it could be translated become pressure. So, the alternative
translation was “In 1828, Van Houten discovered how to
eliminate most of the fat from nib by using hydraulics pressure”.
TC/ S 16
ST

Mesin ini dirancang sehingga nib basah yang mudah
retak tidak pecah.

TT

These machinesare designed sonib wet that easily
cracked not to break.
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Sentence 16 was not acceptable because the translation
extremely sounded like translation and there were many
grammatical errors of the whole text.122 Subject of that sentence
was singular so it should be this machine and change are into is
because of its verb agreement. We should add that after so
because sehingga was translated as so that. Nib wet should be
wet nib because wet was as modifier so it should placed before
nib. The alternative translation could be “This machine is
designed, so that the easily cracked wet nib is not broken.”
TC/ S 17
ST

Nib yang pecah mengakibatkan lemak memisah, yang
dapat

mengakibatkan

masalah

serius

dalam

penanganan bahan.
TT

Nib which breaks resulted in fat, which can lead to a
serious problem splitting in the handling of the
ingredients.
Sentence 17 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were many
grammatical errors of the whole text.123Nib which breaks could
be more effective as broken nib. We should move splitting after
resulted in and omit splitting after problem.
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2.

The Quality of Accuracy, Readability and Acceptability of the
Komunikasi Bisnis Text
In this section, the researcher would discuss in depth about the
translation quality from KB text which was started from analyze
accuracy then readability and acceptability. In the KB text, there were 18
complex sentences collected to check the accuracy, readability and
acceptability.
a.

Accuracy
The 18 complex sentences were written on the questionnaire.
They were copied and given to the raters to be tested out the
accuracy. The table below was the data from raters dealing with
accuracy as follow in Table 4.7:
Table 4.7The Score of Accuracy on KB Text
Num R1

R2

Average

1

2

3

2,5

2

2

3

2,5

3

3

3

3

4

2

3

2,5

5

2

2

2

6

1

2

1,5

7

3

3

3

8

1

3

2

9

2

3

2,5

10

2

2

2

11

3

3

3

12

2

2

2

13

2

3

2,5

92

93

14

2

2

2

15

3

3

3

16

2

2

2

17

2

3

2,5

18

2

2

2

Total Average

2,36

From the data above, it could be seen that the data average of
accuracy was 2,33. The translation of complex sentences in the KB
text which had average range between 2 ≤ X ≤ 3 were less accurate
because the content of the source text was less accurately conveyed
into the target text and the translated text could be understood but
some rewritings were needed.124 Besides that, there were some
words translated inappropriately especially in choosing words and
there were some words that could not be translated by Microsoft
Translator. These finding problems would be discussed deeper next
in this chapter. There were 3 classifications for each term.
Classification A for all complex sentences were examined
considered accurate with score 3. Classification B for all complex
sentences were examined considered less accurate with score 2.
Then, Classification C for all complex sentences were examined
considered not accurate with score 1.
1) Classification A
This classification discusses about accurate score of
translated complex sentences. A text could be said as accurate
124
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94

because the content of the source text was accurately transferred
into the target text. The translated text was clear and any
rewriting was not needed.125 There were 3 of 18 complex
sentences which were accurate. The complex sentences which
had the score 3 of accuracywere sentence 3, 7, 11 and 15.
KB/ S 3
ST

Dalam hal ini, ada dua pihak yang berkepentingan
dalam bernegosiasi, yaitu pembeli dan penjual.

TT

In this case, there are two interested parties in
negotiations, namely buyers and sellers.
Sentence 3 was accurately conveyed into the target text.

The translated text was clear and any rewriting was not
needed.126
KB/ S 7
ST

Tahap ini juga dikenal sebagai tahap perdebatan yang
sengit diantara kedua belah pihak yang terlibat dalam
proses negosiasi.

TT

This stage is also known as the stage of a fierce debate
between the two sides involved in the negotiation
process.
Sentence 7 was accurate. The content of the source text

was accurately conveyed into the target text. The translated text
was clear and any rewriting was not needed.127
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KB/ S 11
ST

Dengan negosiator yang naif, pihak lawan jelas dapat
menang dengan mudah.

TT

With a naive negotiator, the opposing side can obviuosly
win easily.
Sentence 11 was accurately conveyed into the target text.

The translated text was clear and any rewriting was not
needed.128
KB/ S 15
ST

Oleh karena itu, rapat bisnis (business meeting) dapat
didefinisikan sebagai bentuk pertemuan dua orang atau
lebih di suatu tempat, baik di dalam maupun di luar
kantor untuk membahas hal-hal yang berkaitan dengan
kegiatan bisnis.

TT

Therefore, business meetings (business meeting) can be
defined as a form of the meeting of two people or more in
somewhere, both inside and out of office to discuss
things related to business activities.
Sentence 15 was accurate because the content of the

source text was accurately conveyed into the target text. The
translated text was clear and any rewriting was not needed.129
2) Classification B
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96

This

classification

discussed

about

less

accurate

translated complex sentence. The translation was classified as
less accurate because the content of the source text was less
accurately conveyed into the target text. The target text can be
understood, but some rewritings were needed.130 There are 13 of
18 complex sentences which were less accurate. The complex
sentences those had score 2 of less accurate were sentence 1, 2,
4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17 and 18.
KB/ S 1
ST

Oleh karena itu, agar terjadi suatu kesepakatan di antara
kedua belah pihak, diperlukan negosiasi.

TT

Therefore, in order to occur an agreement between the
two sides, needed negotiation.
Sentence 1 was less accurately conveyed into the target

text because there was grammatical error; it was needed
negotiation. Needed negotiation could be replaced to be
negotiation is needed. Moreover, Sentence 1 could be
understood but some rewritings were needed.131
KB/ S 2
ST

Agar dapat menemukan titiktemu atau kesepakatan,
kedua belah pihak perlu bernegosiasi.

TT

In order to find any point of appoinment or agreement,
the two sides need to negotiate.
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Sentence 2 was less accurate because the source text was
less accurately conveyed into the target text. The target text
could be understood, but some rewritings were needed.132
Moreover, there was a little bit grammatical error; it was point.
Point should bepoints by adding s because it was plural form.
KB/ S 4
ST

Sementara itu bagi penjual, negosiasi merupakan seni
menjual mobil mewah kepada pembeli yang berpurapura hanya bisa membeli mobil kelas dua.

TT

In the meantime for the seller, negotiations is an art
selling luxury cars to buyers who pretend can only buy
second class car.
Sentence 4 was less accurately conveyed into the target

text. The translated text could be understood but some
rewritings were needed.133 For example, luxury should be
luxurious because luxurious was an adjective which was more
suitable for mobil mewah. After pretend, it should be added
subordinate conjunction and subject. So, the rewrite was “who
pretend that they can only buy second class car”.
KB/ S 5
ST

Hal ini memerlukan persetujuan kedua belah pihak
sehingga terjadi proses yang saling memberi dan
menerima sesuatu untuk mencapai suatu kesepakatan
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bersama.
This requires the approval of both sides so going on

TT

each other process and receive something to achieve a
mutual agreement.
Sentence 5 was less accurate because the source text was
less accurately conveyed into the target text and some rewritings
were needed.134This was not subject; it could be replaced to be
it. In this sentence, memberi was not translated by Microsoft
Translator. Memberi should be translated become giving. This
sentence needed any rewritings. So, the rewritings were “so it
can create the process of giving and receiving something in both
sides to achieve a mutual agreement”.
KB/ S 8
ST

Dalam upaya menuju kompromi, seorang negosiator
menyajikan kerangka dasar atau garis besarnya terlebih
dahulu, kemudian melangkah pada perbedaan kedua
belah pihak secara lebih spesifik, dan akhirnya disajikan
pernyataan yang bersifat penilaian untuk mendukung
posisi mereka sendiri.

TT

In an effort to compromise, a negotiator serves a basic
framework or outline, in advance then stepping on the
difference both sides in more specific, and finally
presented a statement that is to support position their
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own.
Sentence 8 was less accurate because the source text was
less accurately conveyed into the target text and some rewritings
were needed.135The use of specific is not appropriate, it should
be specifically.
KB/ S 9
ST

Untuk mencapai suatu kesepakatan yang baik (efektif)
bagi kedua belah pihak, anda perlu memahami dengan
sebaik-baiknya apa yang sebenarnya diinginkan oleh
pihak lawan.

TT

To achieve a good deal (effective) for both parties, you
need to understand with as well as possible what is really
desired by the opposing side.
Sentence 9 was less accurate because the source text was

less accurately conveyed into the target text and some rewritings
were needed.136 The use of with was not necessary. With should
be deleted. On the other hand, with should be added after
subordinate conjunction with.
KB/ S 10
ST

Anda harus hati-hati berhadapan dengan seorang
negosiator yang curang karena pada dasarnya yang
terlintas dalam benak pikirannya adalah bagaimana
memenangkan negosiasi dan mengalahkan anda.
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TT

You have to be careful dealing with a fraudulent
negotiator because essentially that comes to the minds
of his mind is how winning the negotiation and beat
you.
Sentence 10 was less accurately conveyed into the target

text. The translated text could be understood, but some
rewritings were needed.137 For example, the sentence should be
added what after essentially. Moreover, there were two using of
mind; it should be just one using of mind. The correct translation
could be translated become “... essentially what that comes to
his mind is how to winning the negotiation and beat you”.
KB/ S 12
ST

Ia bisa juga menyetujui apa yang diinginkan pihak
lawan negosiasi, karena ia mempunyai tujuan lain yang
menurutnya sangat berarti baginya.

TT

He could also agree to what the opposing side desired
negotiations, because he has other purpose which he is
very meaningful for him.
Sentence 12 was less accurate because the content of the

source text was less accurately conveyed into the target text. The
translated text could be understood but rewriting was needed.138
There was grammatical mistake; it was agree to; it should be
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agree with because agree was always followed by with in
grammar.
KB/ S 13
ST

Pada umumnya, rapat (meeting) menjadi salah satu
media komunikasi dan koordinasi yang digunakan
dalam suatu organisasi bisnis maupun nonbisnis untuk
membahas atau mendiskusikan suatu topik tertentu.

TT

In general, meetings (meeting) became one of the media
communication and coordination used in a business
organization as well as nonbisnis to discuss or discuss a
particular topic.
Sentence 13 was less accurately conveyed into the target

text. The translated text could be understood but rewriting was
needed.139 The use of in general was not usual in English; it
should be generally.
KB/ S 14
ST

Oleh karena itu, rapat yang baik perlu dipersiapkan dan
dikelola dengan baik, sehingga dapat berjalan efektif
sesuai dengan tujuan yang dikehendaki.

TT

Therefore, a good meeting need to be prepared and well
managed, so can run effective in accordance with the
desired goal.
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Sentence 14 was less accurately conveyed into the target
text. The translated text could be understood but some
rewritings were needed.140 In this sentence 14, it should be
added pronoun it after so. So the rewriting was “... so it can run
effective...”
KB/ S 16
ST

Sebagai contoh, manajer pemasaran menginformasikan
kepada para peserta rapat bahwa perkembangan
penjualan

selama

satu

semester

ini

mengalami

perkembangan yang cukup menggembirakan bila
dibandingkan dengan penjualan semester yang lalu.
TT

For example, marketing managers inform the meeting
participants that the development of sales for a semester
experienced a pretty exhilarating development when
compared with the sale of semester ago.
Sentence 16 was less accurately conveyed into the target

text. The translated text could be understood but some
rewritings were needed.141 In sentence 16, when after
development should be omitted. Besides that, the use of semester
ago was not appropriate; it could be replaced to be last semester
sale or sale of last semester.
KB/ S 17
ST

Rapat dewan merupakan pertemuan yang terdiri atas
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sekelompok orang dengan latar belakang minat yang
berbeda-beda untuk memutuskan masalah tertentu
dengan cara mencari konsensus bersama di antara
mereka.
TT

Board meeting is a meeting consisting of a group of
people with different background interest to decide a
particular problem with how to find consensus with
among them.
Sentence 17 was less accurate because the content of the

source text was less accurately conveyed into the target text. The
translated text could be understood but some rewritings were
needed.142 In sentence 17, the use of with to translate dengan
was not suitable; it should be use from because it pointed out a
group of people who have different background interest.
Moreover, with how to find should be replaced to be by finding.
Besides that, with after consensus should be omitted.
KB/ S 18
ST

Kata kuncinya adalah bahwa masing-masing yang
terlibat dalam bernegosiasi bisa saling menerima dan
memberi, sehingga menemukan suatu kesepakatan yang
baik dan saling menguntungkan.

TT

The keyword is that each involved in negotiations can
receive each other and give, so finding a good deal and
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mutually beneficial.
Sentence 18 was less accurately conveyed into the target
text. The translated text could be understood but some
rewritings were needed.143 In sentence 18, there was no
translation of memberi. It should be added give after receive. So
it would be “... can receive and give each other...” and give after
and in the sentence 18 must be deleted because it was not
appropriate. Moreover, so finding a good deal and mutually
beneficial was a phrase; it should be a clause. So the rewriting is
“...so those who negotiates would find a good mutual and
beneficial deal”.
3) Classification C
This classification discussed about not accurate score of
translated complex sentence. The translation was classified as
not accurate translation because the meaning of words, technical
term, phrases, clauses or sentences in the source text were not
accurately transferred into the target text. Moreover, the content
of the source text was not conveyed at all.144 There was 1 of 18
complex sentences not accurate in KB text; it was sentence 6.
KB/ S6
ST

Sebelum mencapai sasaran yang telah anda tentukan
sebelumnya, perlu diketahui bahwa dalam setiap
negosiasi sangat diperlukan yang namanya proses
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105

negosiasi yang melibatkan kedua belah pihak.
Before reaching the target you have set before, please

TT

note that in any negotiation much needed that name the
negotiation process involving both sides.
Sentence 6 was not accurate because the content of the
source text was not transferred at all.145 It happened because
there were misusing words; it was please note. Please note was
not suitable for that context of the text. It could be replaced to be
“… it is important to be known that negotiation is urgently
needed…” Moreover, name the negotiation process involving
both sides should be replaced to be “… that the name of the
negotiation process involved both parties”
b. Readability
A text could be said as a readable translation if the target
language text was fully comprehended. The readers only need to
read it once. The 18 complex sentences were written on the
questionnaire. They were copied and given to the raters to be tested
out the readability. The table below was the data from raters dealing
with readability as follow in Table 4.8:
Table 4.8The Score of Readability on KB Text
Num R1

R2

Average

1

2

3

2,5

2

2

3

2,5

3

3

3

3
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105

106

4

2

3

2,5

5

2

3

2,5

6

2

2

2

7

3

3

3

8

2

3

2,5

9

2

3

2,5

10

1

3

2

11

3

3

3

12

2

2

2

13

2

3

2,5

14

2

3

2,5

15

3

3

3

16

2

3

2,5

17

2

3

2,5

18

2

2

2

Total Average

2,5

The Table 4.7 showed that the data average of readability was
2,5. The translation of complex sentences in the KB text which had
average range between 2 ≤ X ≤ 3 were less readable because there
was one unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
However, the reader still managed to understand the content of the
text by reading more than once.146
These finding problems would be discussed further in this
chapter. There were 3 classifications for each term. Classification A
for all complex sentences were examined considered readable with
score 3. Classification B for all complex sentences were examined
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considered less readable with score 2. Then, Classification C for all
complex sentences were examined considered not readable with
score 1.
1) Classification A
This classification discussed about readable score of
translated complex sentences. There were 4 of 18 complex
sentences which were readable. The complex sentences which
had the score 3 of readable were sentence 3, 7, 11 and 15. The
sentence could be said as readable if the target language text was
fully comprehended. The readers only needed to read it once.147
KB/ S 3
ST

Dalam hal ini, ada dua pihak yang berkepentingan
dalam bernegosiasi, yaitu pembeli dan penjual.

TT

In this case, there are two interested parties in
negotiations, namely buyers and sellers.
Sentence 3 was readable conveyed into the target text.

The target language text was fully comprehended and the
readers only needed to read it once.148
KB/ S 7
ST

Tahap ini juga dikenal sebagai tahap perdebatan yang
sengit diantara kedua belah pihak yang terlibat dalam
proses negosiasi.

TT

This stage is also known as the stage of a fierce debate
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108

between the two sides involved in the negotiation
process.
Sentence 7 was acceptable. The target language text was
fully comprehended and the readers only needed to read it
once.149
KB/ S 11
ST

Dengan negosiator yang naif, pihak lawan jelas dapat
menang dengan mudah.

TT

With a naive negotiator, the opposing side can obviuosly
win easily.
Sentence 11 was readable conveyed into the target text.

The target language text was fully comprehended and the
readers only needed to read it once.150
KB/ S 15
ST

Oleh karena itu, rapat bisnis (business meeting) dapat
didefinisikan sebagai bentuk pertemuan dua orang atau
lebih di suatu tempat, baik di dalam maupun di luar
kantor untuk membahas hal-hal yang berkaitan dengan
kegiatan bisnis.

TT

Therefore, business meetings (business meeting) can be
defined as a form of the meeting of two people or more in
somewhere, both inside and out of office to discuss
things related to business activities.
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Sentence 15 was acceptable because the target language
text was fully comprehended and the readers only needed to
read it once.151
2) Classification B
This classification discussed about less readable score of
translated complex sentences. There were 14 of 18 complex
sentences which were less readable. The sentence could be said
less readable because there was one unfamiliar word or more
found in the target language text. However, the reader still
managed to understand the content of the text by reading more
than once.152The complex sentences which had the range score
between 2 ≤ X ≤ 3 of less readable were sentence 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8,
9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17 and 18.
KB/ S 1
ST

Oleh karena itu, agar terjadi suatu kesepakatan di antara
kedua belah pihak, diperlukan negosiasi.

TT

Therefore, in order to occur an agreement between the
two sides, needed negotiation.
Sentence 1 was less readable conveyed into the target

text because there was one unfamiliar word or more found in the
target language text. However, the reader still managed to
understand the content of the text by reading more than once.153
In this sentence, there is grammatical error; it was needed
151
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negotiation. Needed negotiation could be replaced to be
negotiation is needed.
KB/ S 2
ST

Agar dapat menemukan titiktemu atau kesepakatan,
kedua belah pihak perlu bernegosiasi.

TT

In order to find any point of appoinment or agreement,
the two sides need to negotiate.
Sentence 2 was less readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
However, the reader still managed to understand the content of
the text by reading more than once.154 Moreover, there was a
little bit grammatical error; it was point. Point should be points
by adding s because it was plural form.
KB/ S 4
ST

Sementara itu bagi penjual, negosiasi merupakan seni
menjual mobil mewah kepada pembeli yang berpurapura hanya bisa membeli mobil kelas dua.

TT

In the meantime for the seller, negotiations is an art
selling luxury cars to buyers who pretend can only buy
second class car.
Sentence 4 was less readable conveyed into the target

text. There was one unfamiliar word or more found in the target
language text. However, the reader still managed to understand
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the content of the text by reading more than once.155 For
example, luxury should be luxurious because luxurious was an
adjective which was more suitable for mobil mewah. After
pretend, it should be added subordinate conjunction and subject.
So, the rewrite was “who pretend that they can only buy second
class car”.
KB/ S 5
ST

Hal ini memerlukan persetujuan kedua belah pihak
sehingga terjadi proses yang saling memberi dan
menerima sesuatu untuk mencapai suatu kesepakatan
bersama.

TT

This requires the approval of both sides so going on
each other process and receive something to achieve a
mutual agreement.
Sentence 5 was less readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
However, the reader still managed to understand the content of
the text by reading more than once.156This was not subject; it
could be replaced to be it. In this sentence, memberi was not
translated by Microsoft Translator. Memberi should be
translated become giving. This sentence needed any rewritings.
So, the rewritings were “so it can create the process of giving
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and receiving something in both sides to achieve a mutual
agreement”.
KB/ S 6
Sebelum mencapai sasaran yang telah anda tentukan

ST

sebelumnya, perlu diketahui bahwa dalam setiap
negosiasi sangat diperlukan yang namanya proses
negosiasi yang melibatkan kedua belah pihak.
Before reaching the target you have set before, please

TT

note that in any negotiation much needed that name the
negotiation process involving both sides.
Sentence 6 was less readable because there was one
unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
However, the reader still managed to understand the content of
the text by reading more than once.157 It happened because there
were misusing words; it was please note. Please note was not
suitable for that context of the text. It could be replaced to be
“… it is important to be known that negotiation is urgently
needed…” Moreover, name the negotiation process involving
both sides should be replaced to be “… that the name of the
negotiation process involved both parties”
KB/ S8
ST

Dalam upaya menuju kompromi, seorang negosiator
menyajikan kerangka dasar atau garis besarnya terlebih
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dahulu, kemudian melangkah pada perbedaan kedua
belah pihak secara lebih spesifik, dan akhirnya disajikan
pernyataan yang bersifat penilaian untuk mendukung
posisi mereka sendiri.
TT

In an effort to compromise, a negotiator serves a basic
framework or outline, in advance then stepping on the
difference both sides in more specific, and finally
presented a statement that is to support position their
own.
Sentence 8 was less readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
However, the reader still managed to understand the content of
the text by reading more than once.158 The use of specific is not
appropriate, it should be specifically.
KB/ S 9
ST

Untuk mencapai suatu kesepakatan yang baik (efektif)
bagi kedua belah pihak, anda perlu memahami dengan
sebaik-baiknya apa yang sebenarnya diinginkan oleh
pihak lawan.

TT

To achieve a good deal (effective) for both parties, you
need to understand with as well as possible what is really
desired by the opposing side.
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Sentence 9 was less readable because there was one
unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
However, the reader still managed to understand the content of
the text by reading more than once.159 The use of with was not
necessary. With should be deleted. On the other hand, with
should be added after subordinate conjunction with.
KB/ S 10
ST

Anda harus hati-hati berhadapan dengan seorang
negosiator yang curang karena pada dasarnya yang
terlintas dalam benak pikirannya adalah bagaimana
memenangkan negosiasi dan mengalahkan anda.

TT

You have to be careful dealing with a fraudulent
negotiator because essentially that comes to the minds
of his mind is how winning the negotiation and beat
you.
Sentence 10 was less readable conveyed into the target

text. There was one unfamiliar word or more found in the target
language text. However, the reader still managed to understand
the content of the text by reading more than once.160 For
example, the sentence should be added what after essentially.
Moreover, there were two using of mind; it should be just one
using of mind. The correct translation could be translated
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become “... essentially what that comes to his mind is how to
winning the negotiation and beat you”.
KB/ S 12
ST

Ia bisa juga menyetujui apa yang diinginkan pihak
lawan negosiasi, karena ia mempunyai tujuan lain yang
menurutnya sangat berarti baginya.

TT

He could also agree to what the opposing side desired
negotiations, because he has other purpose which he is
very meaningful for him.
Sentence 12 was less readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
However, the reader still managed to understand the content of
the text by reading more than once.161 There was grammatical
mistake; it was agree to; it should be agree with because agree
was always followed by with in grammar.
KB/ S 13
ST

Pada umumnya, rapat (meeting) menjadi salah satu
media komunikasi dan koordinasi yang digunakan
dalam suatu organisasi bisnis maupun nonbisnis untuk
membahas atau mendiskusikan suatu topik tertentu.

TT

In general, meetings (meeting) became one of the media
communication and coordination used in a business
organization as well as nonbisnis to discuss or discuss a
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particular topic.
Sentence 13 was less readable conveyed into the target
text. There was one unfamiliar word or more found in the target
language text. However, the reader still managed to understand
the content of the text by reading more than once.162The use of
in general was not usual in English; it should be generally.
KB/ S 14
ST

Oleh karena itu, rapat yang baik perlu dipersiapkan dan
dikelola dengan baik, sehingga dapat berjalan efektif
sesuai dengan tujuan yang dikehendaki.

TT

Therefore, a good meeting need to be prepared and well
managed, so can run effective in accordance with the
desired goal.
Sentence 14 was less readable conveyed into the target

text. There was one unfamiliar word or more found in the target
language text. However, the reader still managed to understand
the content of the text by reading more than once. 163 In this
sentence 14, it should be added pronoun it after so. So the
rewriting was “... so it can run effective...”
KB/ S 16
ST

Sebagai contoh, manajer pemasaran menginformasikan
kepada para peserta rapat bahwa perkembangan
penjualan

selama
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satu

semester

ini

mengalami

117

perkembangan yang cukup menggembirakan bila
dibandingkan dengan penjualan semester yang lalu.
TT

For example, marketing managers inform the meeting
participants that the development of sales for a semester
experienced a pretty exhilarating development when
compared with the sale of semester ago.
Sentence 16 was less readable conveyed into the target

text. There was one unfamiliar word or more found in the target
language text. However, the reader still managed to understand
the content of the text by reading more than once.164 In sentence
16, when after development should be omitted. Besides that, the
use of semester ago was not appropriate; it could be replaced to
be last semester sale or sale of last semester.
KB/ S 17
ST

Rapat dewan merupakan pertemuan yang terdiri atas
sekelompok orang dengan latar belakang minat yang
berbeda-beda untuk memutuskan masalah tertentu
dengan cara mencari konsensus bersama di antara
mereka.

TT

Board meeting is a meeting consisting of a group of
people with different background interest to decide a
particular problem with how to find consensus with
among them.
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Sentence 17 was less readable because there was one
unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
However, the reader still managed to understand the content of
the text by reading more than once.165 In sentence 17, the use of
with to translate dengan was not suitable; it should be use from
because it pointed out a group of people who have different
background interest. Moreover, with how to find should be
replaced to be by finding. Besides that, with after consensus
should be omitted.
KB/ S 18
ST

Kata kuncinya adalah bahwa masing-masing yang
terlibat dalam bernegosiasi bisa saling menerima dan
memberi, sehingga menemukan suatu kesepakatan yang
baik dan saling menguntungkan.

TT

The keyword is that each involved in negotiations can
receive each other and give, so finding a good deal and
mutually beneficial.
Sentence 18 was less readable conveyed into the target

text. There was one unfamiliar word or more found in the target
language text. However, the reader still managed to understand
the content of the text by reading more than once.166 In sentence
18, there was no translation of memberi. It should be added give
after receive. So it would be “... can receive and give each
165
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other...” and give after and in the sentence 18 must be deleted
because it was not appropriate. Moreover, so finding a good
deal and mutually beneficial was a phrase; it should be a clause.
So the rewriting is “...so those who negotiates would find a good
mutual and beneficial deal”.
3) Classification C
This classification talked about not readable complex
sentences. The text could be said as not readable if the reader
completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.167 In this KB text, there was no complex sentence
which had score of 1.
c.

Acceptability
A text could be said as an acceptable translation if the
translation was transferred naturally; it almost did not feel like
translation and there was not grammatical error. The table below was
the data from two raters dealing with readability as follow in Table
4.9:
Table 4.9The Score of Acceptability on KB Text
Num

R1

R2

Average

1

2

3

2,5

2

2

3

2,5

3

2

3

2,5

4

2

2

2

5

2

2

2

6

2

2

2
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7

3

3

3

8

2

2

2

9

2

2

2

10

2

2

2

11

2

3

2,5

12

2

2

2

13

2

3

2,5

14

2

2

2

15

2

3

2,5

16

2

2

2

17

2

2

2

18

2

2

2

Total Average

2,22

From the data above, it could be seen that the average data of
acceptability was 2,22. It meant that the translations of complex
sentences in the KB text which hadaverage range between 2≤ X ≤ 3
were less acceptable. The text could be said as less acceptable if the
translation sounded like translation. There were some grammatical
errors of the whole text.168
These finding problems would be discussed deeper next in
this chapter. There were 3 classifications for each term.
Classification A for all complex sentences were examined
considered acceptable with score 3. Classification B for all complex
sentences were examined considered less acceptable with score 2.
Then, Classification C for all complex sentences were examined
considered not acceptable with score 1.
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1) Classification A
In this classification, all complex sentences were
examined considered acceptable with score 3. There was an
acceptable complex sentence in KB text; it was sentence 7. A
text could be said as acceptable if the translation was conveyed
naturally, it almost did not feel like translation and there was not
grammatical error.169
KB/ S 7
ST

Tahap ini juga dikenal sebagai tahap perdebatan yang
sengit diantara kedua belah pihak yang terlibat dalam
proses negosiasi.

TT

This stage is also known as the stage of a fierce debate
between the two sides involved in the negotiation
process.
Sentence 7 was acceptable. The translation was

conveyed naturally, it almost did not feel like translation and
there was not grammatical mistake.170
2) Classification B
This classification talked about less acceptable score of
translated complex sentences. There were 17 of 18 complex
sentences which was less acceptable because the translation
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sounded like translation and there were some grammatical errors
of the entire text.171
Here were the less acceptable complex sentences which
had score 2≤ X ≤ 3; they were sentence 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18.
KB/ S 1
ST

Oleh karena itu, agar terjadi suatu kesepakatan di antara
kedua belah pihak, diperlukan negosiasi.

TT

Therefore, in order to occur an agreement between the
two sides, needed negotiation.
Sentence 1 was less acceptable conveyed into the target

text because the translation sounded like translation and there
were some grammatical mistakes of the whole text.172 In
sentence 1, there was grammatical error; it was needed
negotiation. Needed negotiation could be replaced to be
negotiation is needed.
KB/ S 2
ST

Agar dapat menemukan titiktemu atau kesepakatan,
kedua belah pihak perlu bernegosiasi.

TT

In order to find any point of appoinment or agreement,
the two sides need to negotiate.
Sentence 2 was less acceptable because the translation

sounded like translation and there were some grammatical
171
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mistakes of the whole text.173 In sentence 2, there was
grammatical error; it was point. Point should be points by
adding s because it was plural form.
KB/ S 3
ST

Dalam hal ini, ada dua pihak yang berkepentingan
dalam bernegosiasi, yaitu pembeli dan penjual.

TT

In this case, there are two interested parties in
negotiations, namely buyers and sellers.
Sentence 3 was less acceptable conveyed into the target

text because the translation sounded like translation and there
were some grammatical mistakes of the whole text.174
KB/ S 4
ST

Sementara itu bagi penjual, negosiasi merupakan seni
menjual mobil mewah kepada pembeli yang berpurapura hanya bisa membeli mobil kelas dua.

TT

In the meantime for the seller, negotiations is an art
selling luxury cars to buyers who pretend can only buy
second class car.
Sentence 4 was less acceptable conveyed into the target

text because the translation sounded like translation and there
were some grammatical mistakes of the entire text.175 For
example, luxury should be luxurious because luxurious was an
adjective which was more suitable for mobil mewah. After
173
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pretend, it should be added subordinate conjunction and subject.
So, the rewrite was “who pretend that they can only buy second
class car”.
KB/ S 5
Hal ini memerlukan persetujuan kedua belah pihak

ST

sehingga terjadi proses yang saling memberi dan
menerima sesuatu untuk mencapai suatu kesepakatan
bersama.
This requires the approval of both sides so going on

TT

each other process and receive something to achieve a
mutual agreement.
Sentence 5 was less acceptable because the translation
sounded like translation and there were some grammatical
mistakes of the entire text.176This was not subject; it could be
replaced to be it. In this sentence, memberi was not translated by
Microsoft Translator. Memberi should be translated become
giving. This sentence needed any rewritings. So, the rewritings
were “so it can create the process of giving and receiving
something in both sides to achieve a mutual agreement”.
KB/ S 6
ST

Sebelum mencapai sasaran yang telah anda tentukan
sebelumnya, perlu diketahui bahwa dalam setiap
negosiasi sangat diperlukan yang namanya proses
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negosiasi yang melibatkan kedua belah pihak.
Before reaching the target you have set before, please

TT

note that in any negotiation much needed that name the
negotiation process involving both sides.
Sentence 6 was not acceptable because the translation
sounded like translation and there were some grammatical
mistakes of the entire text.177 It happened because there were
misusing words; it was please note. Please note was not suitable
for that context of the text. It could be replaced to be “… it is
important to be known that negotiation is urgently needed…”
Moreover, name the negotiation process involving both sides
should be replaced to be “… that the name of the negotiation
process involved both parties”
KB/ S 8
ST

Dalam upaya menuju kompromi, seorang negosiator
menyajikan kerangka dasar atau garis besarnya terlebih
dahulu, kemudian melangkah pada perbedaan kedua
belah pihak secara lebih spesifik, dan akhirnya disajikan
pernyataan yang bersifat penilaian untuk mendukung
posisi mereka sendiri.

TT

In an effort to compromise, a negotiator serves a basic
framework or outline, in advance then stepping on the
difference both sides in more specific, and finally
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presented a statement that is to support position their
own.
Sentence 8 was less acceptable because the translation
sounded like translation and there were some grammatical
mistakes of the entire text.178 The use of specific is not
appropriate, it should be specifically.
KB/ S 9
ST

Untuk mencapai suatu kesepakatan yang baik (efektif)
bagi kedua belah pihak, anda perlu memahami dengan
sebaik-baiknya apa yang sebenarnya diinginkan oleh
pihak lawan.

TT

To achieve a good deal (effective) for both parties, you
need to understand with as well as possible what is really
desired by the opposing side.
Sentence 9 was less acceptable because the translation

sounded like translation and there were some grammatical
mistakes of the entire text.179 The use of with was not necessary.
With should be deleted. On the other hand, with should be added
after subordinate conjunction with.
KB/ S 10
ST

Anda harus hati-hati berhadapan dengan seorang
negosiator yang curang karena pada dasarnya yang
terlintas dalam benak pikirannya adalah bagaimana
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memenangkan negosiasi dan mengalahkan anda.
TT

You have to be careful dealing with a fraudulent
negotiator because essentially that comes to the minds
of his mind is how winning the negotiation and beat
you.
Sentence 10 was less acceptable conveyed into the target

text. The translation sounded like translation and there were
some grammatical mistakes of the entire text.180 For example,
the sentence should be added what after essentially. Moreover,
there were two using of mind; it should be just one using of
mind. The correct translation could be translated become “...
essentially what that comes to his mind is how to winning the
negotiation and beat you”.
KB/ S 11
ST

Dengan negosiator yang naif, pihak lawan jelas dapat
menang dengan mudah.

TT

With a naive negotiator, the opposing side can obviuosly
win easily.
Sentence 11 was acceptable conveyed into the target text.

The translation sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical mistakes of the entire text.181
KB/ S 12
ST

Ia bisa juga menyetujui apa yang diinginkan pihak
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lawan negosiasi, karena ia mempunyai tujuan lain yang
menurutnya sangat berarti baginya.
TT

He could also agree to what the opposing side desired
negotiations, because he has other purpose which he is
very meaningful for him.
Sentence 12 was less acceptable because the translation

sounded like translation and there were some grammatical
mistakes of the entire text.182 There was grammatical mistake; it
was agree to; it should be agree with because agree was always
followed by with in grammar.
KB/ S 13
ST

Pada umumnya, rapat (meeting) menjadi salah satu
media komunikasi dan koordinasi yang digunakan
dalam suatu organisasi bisnis maupun nonbisnis untuk
membahas atau mendiskusikan suatu topik tertentu.

TT

In general, meetings (meeting) became one of the media
communication and coordination used in a business
organization as well as nonbisnis to discuss or discuss a
particular topic.
Sentence 13 was less acceptable conveyed into the target

text. The translation sounded like translation and there were
some grammatical mistakes of the entire text.183 The use of in
general was not usual in English; it should be generally.
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KB/ S 14
ST

Oleh karena itu, rapat yang baik perlu dipersiapkan dan
dikelola dengan baik, sehingga dapat berjalan efektif
sesuai dengan tujuan yang dikehendaki.

TT

Therefore, a good meeting need to be prepared and well
managed, so can run effective in accordance with the
desired goal.
Sentence 14 was less acceptable conveyed into the target

text. The translation sounded like translation and there were
some grammatical mistakes of the entire text.184 In this sentence
14, it should be added pronoun it after so. So the rewriting was
“... so it can run effective...”
KB/ S 15
ST

Oleh karena itu, rapat bisnis (business meeting) dapat
didefinisikan sebagai bentuk pertemuan dua orang atau
lebih di suatu tempat, baik di dalam maupun di luar
kantor untuk membahas hal-hal yang berkaitan dengan
kegiatan bisnis.

TT

Therefore, business meetings (business meeting) can be
defined as a form of the meeting of two people or more in
somewhere, both inside and out of office to discuss
things related to business activities.

184
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Sentence 15 was less acceptable because the translation
sounded like translation and there were some grammatical
mistakes of the entire text.185
KB/ S16
ST

Sebagai contoh, manajer pemasaran menginformasikan
kepada para peserta rapat bahwa perkembangan
penjualan

selama

satu

semester

ini

mengalami

perkembangan yang cukup menggembirakan bila
dibandingkan dengan penjualan semester yang lalu.
TT

For example, marketing managers inform the meeting
participants that the development of sales for a semester
experienced a pretty exhilarating development when
compared with the sale of semester ago.
Sentence 16 was less acceptable conveyed into the target

text. The translation sounded like translation and there were
some grammatical mistakes of the entire text.186 In sentence 16,
when after development should be omitted. Besides that, the use
of semester ago was not appropriate; it could be replaced to be
last semester sale or sale of last semester.
KB/ S 17
ST

Rapat dewan merupakan pertemuan yang terdiri atas
sekelompok orang dengan latar belakang minat yang
berbeda-beda untuk memutuskan masalah tertentu
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dengan cara mencari konsensus bersama di antara
mereka.
TT

Board meeting is a meeting consisting of a group of
people with different background interest to decide a
particular problem with how to find consensus with
among them.
Sentence 17 was less acceptable because the translation

sounded like translation and there were some grammatical
mistakes of the entire text.187 In sentence 17, the use of with to
translate dengan was not suitable; it should be use from because
it pointed out a group of people who have different background
interest. Moreover, with how to find should be replaced to be by
finding. Besides that, with after consensus should be omitted.
KB/ S 18
ST

Kata kuncinya adalah bahwa masing-masing yang
terlibat dalam bernegosiasi bisa saling menerima dan
memberi, sehingga menemukan suatu kesepakatan yang
baik dan saling menguntungkan.

TT

The keyword is that each involved in negotiations can
receive each other and give, so finding a good deal and
mutually beneficial.
Sentence 18 was less acceptable conveyed into the target

text. The translation sounded like translation and there were
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some grammatical mistakes of the entire text.188 In sentence 18,
there was no translation of memberi. It should be added give
after receive. So it would be “... can receive and give each
other...” and give after and in the sentence 18 must be deleted
because it was not appropriate. Moreover, so finding a good
deal and mutually beneficial was a phrase; it should be a clause.
So the rewriting is “...so those who negotiates would find a good
mutual and beneficial deal”.
3) Classification C
This classification discussed about not acceptable score
of translated complex sentences. The translation was classified
as not acceptable translation because the translation extremely
sounded like translation and there were some grammatical errors
of the entire text.189 In KB text, there was no complex sentence
which was not acceptable.
3.

The Quality of Accuracy, Readability and Acceptability of Umar bin
Khattab Text
In this section, the researcher would discuss further about the
translation quality from UK text which was started from analyze
accuracy then readability and acceptability. In the UK text, there were 18
complex sentences collected to check the accuracy, readability and
acceptability.
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a.

Accuracy
The 18 complex sentences were written on the questionnaire.
They were copied and given to the raters to be tested out the
accuracy. The table below was the data from raters dealing with
accuracy as follow in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10The Score of Accuracy on UK Text
Num R1

R2

Average

1

1

2

1,5

2

2

2

2

3

1

2

1,5

4

1

2

1,5

5

1

2

1,5

6

1

2

1,5

7

2

3

2,5

8

1

2

1,5

9

1

2

1,5

10

1

2

1,5

11

1

2

1,5

12

2

3

2,5

13

1

2

1,5

14

1

2

1,5

15

1

3

2

16

1

2

1,5

17

1

1

1

18

1

2

1,5

Total Average

1,63

From the data above, it could be seen that the data average of
accuracy was 1,63. The translation of complex sentences in the
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UKtext which had average range between 1 ≤ X ≤ 2 were not
accurate because the content of the source text was not transferred at
all and some rewritings were needed.190
These finding problems would be discussed further in this
chapter. There were 3 classifications for each term. Classification A
for all complex sentences were examined considered accurate with
score 3. Classification B for all complex sentences were examined
considered less accurate with score 2. Then, Classification C for all
complex sentences were examined considered not accurate with
score 1.
1) Classification A
This classification discussed about accurate score of
translated complex sentences.A text could be said as accurate if
the content of the source text was accurately transferred into the
target text. The translated text was clear and any rewriting was
not needed.191 In UK text, there was no complex sentence which
had not score 3 of accuracy.
2) Classification B
This

classification

discussed

about

less

accurate

translated complex sentence. The translation was classified as
less accurate because the content of the source text was less
accurately conveyed into the target text.192 The target text could
be understood, but some rewritings were needed. The sentences
190
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that had the score of less accuracy were sentence 2, 7, 12 and
15.
UK/ S2
ST

Mereka juga menyebarkan kabar bahwa ada seorang
budak

Nasrani

bernama

Jabr

yang

mengajari

Muhammad dengan segala yang diajarkannya itu.
TT

They also spread the word that there was a Nasrani slave
named Jabr who taught Muhammad to all that he teaches
it.
Sentence 2 was less accurate because the source text

was less accurately conveyed into the target text. The target text
could be understood, but some rewritings were needed.193To
should be replaced to be with.
UK/ S 7
ST

Kaum Muhajirin yang hijrah dari Mekah berkumpul
dengan mereka yang sudag menganut Islam di Medinah.

TT

The muhajirun that hijrah from Mecca hanging out with
those who has taken adhere to Islam in Medina.
Sentence 7 was less accurately transferred into the target

text and some rewritings were needed.194 In sentence 7,
berkumpul was not suitable for that context; it should be
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translated gather because hanging out meant out with friends
and had fun together.
UK/ S 12
ST

Setelah pertempuran dimulai, dan perang pun berkobar,
korban pertama di pihak Muslimin adalah Mihja’, bekas
budak Umar bin Khattab.

TT

After the battle began, and also war raged, the first victim
on the side of Muslims is Mihja’, the former slaves
Umar.
Sentence 12 was less accurate because the content of the

text was less accurately transferred into the target text and some
rewritings were needed.195 In sentence 12, the side of was not
appropriate; it could be replaced to be “the first victim in Muslim is
Mihja”.
UK/ S 15
ST

Para sahabat menyarankan kepada Rasulullah untuk
keluar menyongsong musuh di Uhud, di luar kota
Medinah.

TT

The companions suggested to the prophet to come out to
meet enemies in uhud, outside the town of medinah.
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Sentence 15 was less accurately conveyed into the target
text and some rewritings were needed.196 In sentence 15,
companions was not appropriate; it should be translated
becomecomradebecause comrade was the exact equivalent of
the term of men. Moreover, outside the town could be translated
become suburb.
3) Classification C
This classification discussed about not accurate score of
translated complex sentence. The translation was classified as
not accurate translation because the meaning of words, technical
term, phrases, clauses or sentences in the source text were not
accurately transferred into the target text. Moreover, the content
of the source text was not conveyed at all.197 There were 14 of
18 complex sentences not accurate in UK text; it was sentence 1,
3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17 and 18.
UK/ S 1
ST

Umar masuk ke dalam agama Allah ini dengan semangat
yang sama seperti ketika dulu memusuhi Islam.

TT

Umar entered into the religion of God’s with the same
spirit as when it used to be hostile to Islam.
Sentence 1 was not accurate because the content of the

source text was not transferred at all.198 In sentence 1, Religion
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of God’s should be replaced to be God’s religion or religion of
God. Moreover, the used of it after subordinate conjunction
when was not appropriate; it should be he because he was the
correct pronoun for dia (laki-laki). In that sentence, there was no
subject after subordinate conjunction when, so subject he must
be added after when even though there was no subject in source
text.
UK/ S 3
ST

Ia tetap menyampaikan dakwahnya di Mekah dan di
kalangan kabilah-kabilah yang datang ke kota itu pada
bulan-bulan suci.

TT

He continued to pass on dakwahnya in Mecca and among
the tribes-the tribes who came to the town in the holy
months of.
Sentence 3 was not accurate because the content of the

source text was not conveyed at all and some rewritings were
needed.199 In sentence 3, Microsoft Translator could not
translate dakwahnya; it should be his da’wah.Kabilah-kabilah
should be translated become the tribes. Besides that, of in the
end the sentence must be deleted.
UK/ S 4
ST

Kuraisy makin gigih menyakiti mereka yang masih tetap
bertahan dalam Islam dengan harapan supaya mereka
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juga keluar.
TT

Kuraisy the more persistent hurt those who still remained
in Islam in the hope so that they are also out.
Sentence 4 was not accurate because the content of the

source text was not conveyed at all and some rewritings were
needed.200Kuraisy should be replaced Quraisy. Moreover, those
was not appropriate; it should be possessive them.
UK/ S 5
ST

Rasulullah menerima baiat mereka bahwa mereka akan
memberikan

perlindungan

kepadanya

sebagaimana

perlindungan yang mereka berikan kepada istri dan
anak-anak mereka.
TT

The prophet receives their baiat that they will provide
protection to him as protection they give to the wife and
their children.
Sentence 5 was not accurate because the content of the

source text was not conveyed at all and some rewritings were
needed.201 In sentence 5, there was repetition; it is protection.
“memberikan

perlindungan

kepadanya

sebagaimana

perlindungan...” should be translated “give to him protection as
well as”.
UK/ S 6
ST

Sejak itu ia menganjurkan sahabat-sahabatnya di Mekah
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agar menyusul kaum Anshar di Yasrib dengan jalan
meninggalkan Mekah secara terpencar-pencar supaya
tidak membuat gempar Kuraisy.
TT

Since then he advocated his friends in Mecca to follow
the Anshar di Yasrib by the way of leaving Mecca
terpencar-pencarso as not to make the Kuraisy uproar.
Sentence 6 was not accurate. It happened because the

content of the source text was not conveyed at all and some
rewritings were needed.202 Since then was not appropriate; it
should be since. Moreover, Microsoft Translator could not
translate di and terpencar-pencar. Di should be translated in and
terpencar-pencar should be translated scattered.So as not could
be replaced to be in order not to.
UK/ S 8
ST

Mereka kini merupakan suatu kekuatan yang dapat
mengangkat martabat dan membina kaum Muslimin.

TT

They are now is a force that can lift the dignity and built
the Muslims.
Sentence 8 was not accurate because the content of the

source text was not conveyed at all and some rewritings were
needed.203In sentence 8, force was not suitable; it should be
power. Moreover, lift was not appropriate; it should be raise.
UK/ S 9
202
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141

ST

Cara

mempersaudarakan

demikian

memperkuat

kedudukan Muslimin di Medinah, sehingga kaum musryik
dan Yahudi benar-benar memperhitungkan kekuatan
mereka.
TT

How to strengthen the position of Muslims in Medina, so
that mempersaudarakan so the musryik and Jews actually
take into account their strength.
Sentence 9 was not accurate because the content of the

source text was not conveyed at all and some rewritings were
needed.204 In sentence 9, how to strengthen was not appropriate;
it should be replaced “to strengthen the Muslim brotherhood in
Medina...” Moreover, Microsoft Translator could not translate
mempersaudarakan; it could be translated brotherhood. Into
account was not appropriate; it could be replaced to be “in depth
into their strength”.
UK/ S 10
ST

Perlawanan negatif demikian tidak sesuai dengan watak
Umar yang selalu memberontak meluap-luap menantang
siapa saja yang mau merintanginya.

TT

So negative resistance does not correspond to the
character of Umar who always rebelled overflowingraising challenging anyone who want to merintanginya.
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Sentence 10 was not accurate because the content of the
source text was not conveyed at all and some rewritings were
needed.205 In sentence 10, so should be deleted because it was
not appropriate. Correspond was not suitable for that context; it
should

be

accordance.Moreover,

overflowing

was

not

appropriate too because overflowing was an adjective which was
used for modifying a noun.Overflowing could be replaced to be
hard emotional. Besides that, Microsoft Translator could not
translate merintanginya; it could be translated obstruct him.
Want should be added s because the subject was singular.
UK/ S 11
ST

Kuraisy tidak puas dengan perdamaian yang ditawarkan
Rasulullah agar memberikan kebebasan orang berdakwah
demi agama Allah.

TT Kuraisy are not satisfied with the peace offered to give the
freedom of God preach for the sake of the prophet religion.
Sentence 11 was not accurately conveyed into the target
text at all and some rewritings were needed.206 In sentence 11,
Kuraisy should be Quraysi. Satisfied should be satisfy because it
was an adjective. The rewritings were “Quraysi was not satisfy
with the peace which is offered by the Prophet in order to give
freedom to people which preaches for Allah’s religion”.
UK/ S13
205
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ST

Tetapi karena mereka khawatir Umar akan mempersulit
keadaan, mereka juga mengutus orang kepada Umar
dengan pesan seperti kepada Abu Bakr.

TT But because they are concerned about Umar will be
difficult circumstances, they also sent people to Umar with
a message like to Abu Bakr.
Sentence 13 was not accurately conveyed into the target
text and some rewritings were needed.207 In sentence 13, But
because was not suitable; it should be “But, because...” or “But,
because of...”
UK/ S 14
ST

Tahun berikutnya

cepat-cepat

Kuraisy mengadakan

persiapan untuk melakukan balas dendam terhadap
kekalahannya di Badr.
TT

The following year quickly Kuraisy held preparation for
his defeat in vengeance against Badr.
Sentence 14 was not accurate because the content of the

source text was not conveyed at all.208 In sentence 14, quickly
was not appropriate; it should be as soon. Besides that, Kuraysi
should be Quraysi. Besides that, should be added comma after
The following year.
UK/ S16
ST

Dengan menyandang pedang ia berangkat bersama
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144

sahabat-sahabatnya hendak menghadapi musuh.
TT

With bears the sword he departed with his friendswantto
face the enemy.
Sentence 16 was not accurately conveyed into the target

text and some rewritings were needed.209 In sentence 16, the use
of friends was not suitable; it should be comrade. Want should
be added s because the subject was singular. Besides that, to
facewas not appropriate; it should be to fight.
UK/ S 17
ST

Kemudian ia berteriak sekeras-kerasnya yang membuat
pihak Kuraisy kembali menyerang Muhammad dan
sahabat-sahabatnya, yang sedang sibuk mengumpulkan
rampasan perang.

TT Then she cried out as hard as I hard that makes the kuraisy
back attacking Muhammad and his friends, who was busy
collecting the spoils of war.
Sentence 17 was not accurate because the content of the
source text was not conveyed at all.210 In sentence 17, hard
should be replaced to be loud because it was more suitable.
Besides that, Kuraysi should be Quraysi.
UK/ S 18
ST

Mengetahui keadaan ini Khalid bin Walid naik ke atas
bukit

memimpin
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144

pasukan

berkuda

dengan

tujuan

145

menghabisi Muhammad dan orang-orang di sekitarnya.
TT Find out this state of Khalid Bin Walid rose to the top of
the hill leading the cavalry with the aim of snuff
Muhammad and people around it.
Sentence 18 was not accurately conveyed into the target
text and some rewritings were needed.211 In sentence 18, “Find
out this state of Khalid bin Walid rose...” could be replaced to be
“This condition causes Khalid bin Walid climb up...”
b. Readability
Based on the definition of readability which was conveyed by
linguist in Chapter Two, a text could be said as a readable translation
if the target language text was fully comprehended. The readers only
needed to read it once. The 18 complex sentences were written on
questionnaire. They were copied and given to two lecturers as raters
to be tested out the readability. The table below was the data from
raters dealing with readability as follow in Table 4.11:
Table 4.11The Score of Readability on UK Text
Num

R1

R2

Average

1

1

2

1,5

2

2

3

2,5

3

1

2

1,5

4

1

2

1,5

5

1

3

2

6

1

1

1

7

2

3

2,5
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145

146

8

1

2

1,5

9

1

3

2

10

1

2

1,5

11

1

2

1,5

12

2

3

2,5

13

1

3

2

14

1

2

1,5

15

1

3

2

16

1

2

1,5

17

1

1

1

18

1

3

2

Total Average

1,75

From the data above, Table 4.11 showed that the average of
readability of the data was 1,75. The translations of complex
sentences in the UK text which had average range between 1 ≤ X ≤ 2
were not readable because there were some words translated
inappropriately and there were some words that could not be
translated by Microsoft Translator. So that it made the readers
completely did not comprehend the content of the target language
text.
These finding problems would be discussed deeper next in
this chapter. There were 3 classifications for each term.
Classification A for all complex sentences were examined
considered readable with score 3. Classification B for all complex
sentences were examined considered less readable with score 2.

146

147

Then, Classification C for all complex sentences were examined
considered not readable with score 1.
1) Classification A
This classification discuss about readable complex
sentences which had score 3. A text could be said as readable if
the target language text was fully comprehended and the readers
only needed to read it once.212 In this UK text, there was not
complex sentences which had score 3. It could be seen on the
table above that the general score was 1 or 2 which meant less
readable or not readable.
2) Classification B
This classification discussed about less readable score of
translated complex sentences. There were 3 of 18 complex
sentences which were less readable because there was one
unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
Moreover, there were some grammatical errors. So that it made
the reader still managed to understand the content of the text by
reading more than once.213
Here were the less readable complex sentences which
had score 2; they were sentence 2, 7, and 12. The researcher
would not discuss further about the sentences which were less
readable because the reasons why the sentences become less
readable had already explained in accuracy section.
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UK/ S 2
ST

Mereka juga menyebarkan kabar bahwa ada seorang
budak

Nasrani

bernama

Jabr

yang

mengajari

Muhammad dengan segala yang diajarkannya itu.
TT

They also spread the word that there was a Nasrani slave
named Jabr who taught Muhammad to all that he teaches
it.
Sentence 2 was less readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
However, the reader still manages to understand the content of
the text by reading more than once.214To should be replaced to
be with.
UK/ S 7
ST

Kaum Muhajirin yang hijrah dari Mekah berkumpul
dengan mereka yang sudag menganut Islam di Medinah.

TT

The muhajirun that hijrah from Mecca hanging out with
those who has taken adhere to Islam in Medina.
Sentence 7 was less readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
However, the reader still manages to understand the content of
the text by reading more than once.215 In sentence 7, berkumpul
was not suitable for that context; it should be translated
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gatherbecause hanging out meant out with friends and had fun
together.
UK/ S 12
ST

Setelah pertempuran dimulai, dan perang pun berkobar,
korban pertama di pihak Muslimin adalah Mihja’, bekas
budak Umar bin Khattab.

TT

After the battle began, and also war raged, the first victim
on the side of Muslims is Mihja’, the former slaves
Umar.
Sentence 12 was less readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text.
However, the reader still manages to understand the content of the
text by reading more than once.216In sentence 12, the side of was
not appropriate; it could be replaced to be “the first victim in
Muslim is Mihja”.
3) Classification C
In this classification, the researcher discussed about not
readable score of translated complex sentence. The translation
classified as not readable translation because there was one
unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text and
the reader completely did not comprehend the content of the
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target language text.217 Moreover, there were words which were
inappropriate, words that could not be translated by Microsoft
Translator and there were some grammatical errors too. There
were 10 of 18 complex sentences not readable in UK text. The
complex sentences which had the score 1 of not readable was
sentence 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 16 and 17. The researcher
would not discuss again about the sentences which are less
readable because the reasons why the sentences become less
readable had already explained in accuracy section.
UK/ S 1
ST

Umar masuk ke dalam agama Allah ini dengan semangat
yang sama seperti ketika dulu memusuhi Islam.

TT

Umar entered into the religion of God’s with the same
spirit as when it used to be hostile to Islam.
Sentence 1 was not readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text and
the reader completely did not comprehend the content of the
target language text.218 In sentence 1, Religion of God’s should
be replaced to be God’s religion or religion of God. Moreover,
the used of it after subordinate conjunction when was not
appropriate; it should be he because he was the correct pronoun
for dia (laki-laki). In that sentence, there was no subject after
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subordinate conjunction when, so subject he must be added after
when even though there was no subject in source text.
UK/ S 3
ST

Ia tetap menyampaikan dakwahnya di Mekah dan di
kalangan kabilah-kabilah yang datang ke kota itu pada
bulan-bulan suci.

TT

He continued to pass on dakwahnya in Mecca and among
the tribes-the tribes who came to the town in the holy
months of.
Sentence 3 was not readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text and
the reader completely did not comprehend the content of the
target language text.219 In sentence 3, Microsoft Translator could
not translate dakwahnya; it should be his da’wah. Kabilahkabilah should be translated become the tribes. Besides that, of
in the end the sentence must be deleted.
UK/ S 4
ST

Kuraisy makin gigih menyakiti mereka yang masih tetap
bertahan dalam Islam dengan harapan supaya mereka
juga keluar.

TT

Kuraisy the more persistent hurt those who still remained
in Islam in the hope so that they are also out.
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Sentence 4 was not readable because there was one
unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text and
the reader completely did not comprehend the content of the
target language text.220Kuraisy should be replaced Quraisy.
Moreover, those was not appropriate; it should be possessive
them.
UK/ S 6
ST

Sejak itu ia menganjurkan sahabat-sahabatnya di Mekah
agar menyusul kaum Anshar di Yasrib dengan jalan
meninggalkan Mekah secara terpencar-pencar supaya
tidak membuat gempar Kuraisy.

TT

Since then he advocated his friends in Mecca to follow
the Anshar di Yasrib by the way of leaving Mecca
terpencar-pencarso as not to make the Kuraisy uproar.
Sentence 6 was not readable. It happened because there

was one unfamiliar word or more found in the target language
text and the reader completely did not comprehend the content
of the target language text.221 Since then was not appropriate; it
should be since. Moreover, Microsoft Translator could not
translate di and terpencar-pencar. Di should be translated in and
terpencar-pencar should be translated scattered. So as not could
be replaced to be in order not to.
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UK/ S 8
ST

Mereka kini merupakan suatu kekuatan yang dapat
mengangkat martabat dan membina kaum Muslimin.

TT

They are now is a force that can lift the dignity and built
the Muslims.
Sentence 8 was not readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text and
the reader completely did not comprehend the content of the
target language text.222 In sentence 8, force was not suitable; it
should be power. Moreover, lift was not appropriate; it should
be raise.
UK/ S 9
ST

Cara

mempersaudarakan

demikian

memperkuat

kedudukan Muslimin di Medinah, sehingga kaum musryik
dan Yahudi benar-benar memperhitungkan kekuatan
mereka.
TT

How to strengthen the position of Muslims in Medina, so
that mempersaudarakan so the musryik and Jews actually
take into account their strength.
Sentence 9 was not readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text and
the reader completely did not comprehend the content of the
target language text.223 In sentence 9, how to strengthen was not
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appropriate; it should be replaced “to strengthen the Muslim
brotherhood in Medina...” Moreover, Microsoft Translator could
not translate mempersaudarakan; it could be translated
brotherhood. Into account was not appropriate; it could be
replaced to be “in depth into their strength”.
UK/ S10
ST

Perlawanan negatif demikian tidak sesuai dengan watak
Umar yang selalu memberontak meluap-luap menantang
siapa saja yang mau merintanginya.

TT

So negative resistance does not correspond to the
character of Umar who always rebelled overflowingraising challenging anyone who want to merintanginya.
Sentence 10 was not readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text and
the reader completely did not comprehend the content of the
target language text.224 In sentence 10, so should be deleted
because it was not appropriate. Correspond was not suitable for
that context; it should be accordance. Moreover, overflowing
was not appropriate too because overflowing was an adjective
which was used for modifying a noun. Overflowing could be
replaced to be hard emotional. Besides that, Microsoft
Translator could not translate merintanginya; it could be
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translated obstruct him. Want should be added s because the
subject was singular.
UK/ S 11
ST

Kuraisy tidak puas dengan perdamaian yang ditawarkan
Rasulullah agar memberikan kebebasan orang berdakwah
demi agama Allah.

TT Kuraisy are not satisfied with the peace offered to give the
freedom of God preach for the sake of the prophet religion.
Sentence 11 was not readable because the reader
completely did not comprehend the content of the target
language text.225 In sentence 11, Kuraisy should be Quraysi.
Satisfied should be satisfy because it was an adjective. The
rewritings were “Quraysi was not satisfy with the peace which is
offered by the Prophet in order to give freedom to people which
preaches for Allah’s religion”.
UK/ S 14
ST

Tahun berikutnya

cepat-cepat

Kuraisy mengadakan

persiapan untuk melakukan balas dendam terhadap
kekalahannya di Badr.
TT

The following year quickly Kuraisy held preparation for
his defeat in vengeance against Badr.
Sentence 14 was not readable because the reader

completely did not comprehend the content of the target
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language text.226 In sentence 14, quickly is not appropriate; it
should be as soon. Besides that, Kuraysi should be Quraysi.
Besides that, should be added comma after The following year.
UK/ S 16
ST

Dengan menyandang pedang ia berangkat bersama
sahabat-sahabatnya hendak menghadapi musuh.

TT

With bears the sword he departed with his friendswantto
face the enemy.
Sentence 16 was not readable because there was one

unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text and
the reader completely did not comprehend the content of the
target language text.227 In sentence 16, the use of friends is not
suitable; it should be comrade. Want should be added s because
the subject is singular. Besides that, to face is not appropriate; it
should be to fight.
UK/ S17
ST

Kemudian ia berteriak sekeras-kerasnya yang membuat
pihak Kuraisy kembali menyerang Muhammad dan
sahabat-sahabatnya, yang sedang sibuk mengumpulkan
rampasan perang.

TT Then she cried out as hard as I hard that makes the kuraisy
back attacking Muhammad and his friends, who was busy
collecting the spoils of war.
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Sentence 17 was not readable because there was one
unfamiliar word or more found in the target language text and
the reader completely did not comprehend the content of the
target language text.228 In sentence 17, hard should be replaced
to be loud because it is more suitable. Besides that, Kuraysi
should be Quraysi.
c.

Acceptability
A text could be said as an acceptable translation if the
translation was conveyed naturally; it almost did not feel like
translation and there was not grammatical mistake. The table below
was the data from raters dealing with acceptability as follow in Table
4.12:
Table 4.12The Score of Acceptability on UK Text
Num R1

R2

Average

1

1

2

1,5

2

2

2

2

3

1

2

1,5

4

1

2

1,5

5

1

2

1,5

6

1

1

1

7

1

2

1,5

8

1

2

1,5

9

1

1

1

10

1

1

1

11

1

2

1,5

12

1

2

1,5
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13

1

2

1,5

14

1

2

1,5

15

1

2

1,5

16

1

2

1,5

17

1

1

1

18

1

2

1,5

Total Average

1,41

The data above showed that the average data of acceptability
was 1,41. The translations of complex sentences in the UK text
which hadaverage range between 1≤ X ≤ 2 were not acceptable. The
text could be said as not acceptable if there were many grammatical
errors of the whole text and the translation extremely sounds like
translation.229 Besides that, there were some words that could not be
translated by Microsoft Translator.
These finding problems would be discussed deeper next in
this chapter. There were 3 classifications for each term.
Classification A for all complex sentences were examined
considered acceptable with score 3. Classification B for all complex
sentences were examined considered less acceptable with score 2.
Then, Classification C for all complex sentences were examined
considered not acceptable with score 1.
1) Classification A
In this classification, all complex sentences were
examined considered acceptable with score 3. A text could be
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said as acceptable if the target language text was transferred
naturally; it almost did not feel like translation and there was not
grammatical mistake.230 In this UK text, there was not complex
sentences which had score 3. It could be seen on the table above
that the general score was 1 or 2 which meant less acceptable or
not acceptable.
2) Classification B
This classification talked about less acceptable score of
translated complex sentences. There was 1 of 18 complex
sentences less acceptable because the translation sounded like
translation and there were some grammatical errors of the entire
text.231
There was one less acceptable complex sentence which
had score 2; it was sentence 2.
UK/ S 2
ST

Mereka juga menyebarkan kabar bahwa ada seorang
budak

Nasrani

bernama

Jabr

yang

mengajari

Muhammad dengan segala yang diajarkannya itu.
TT

They also spread the word that there was a Nasrani slave
named Jabr who taught Muhammad to all that he teaches
it.
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Sentence 2 was less acceptable because the translation
sounded like translation and there were some grammatical errors
of the entire text.232To should be replaced to be with.
3) Classification C
This classification discussed about not acceptable score
of translated complex sentences. The translation was classified
as not acceptable translation because the translation extremely
sounded like translation and there were some grammatical errors
of the entire text.233
There were 17 of 18 complex sentences which were not
acceptable in UK text. The complex sentences which had the
score 1 of not acceptable was sentence 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. The researcher would not
discuss again about the sentences which are not acceptable
because the reasons why the sentences become not acceptable
had already explained in accuracy section.
UK/ S 1
ST

Umar masuk ke dalam agama Allah ini dengan semangat
yang sama seperti ketika dulu memusuhi Islam.

TT

Umar entered into the religion of God’s with the same
spirit as when it used to be hostile to Islam.
Sentence 1 was not acceptable. The translation was

classified as not acceptable translation because the translation
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extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.234In sentence 1, Religion of
God’s should be replaced to be God’s religion or religion of
God. Moreover, the used of it after subordinate conjunction
when was not appropriate; it should be he because he was the
correct pronoun for dia (laki-laki). In that sentence, there was no
subject after subordinate conjunction when, so subject he must
be added after when even though there was no subject in source
text.
UK/ S 3
ST

Ia tetap menyampaikan dakwahnya di Mekah dan di
kalangan kabilah-kabilah yang datang ke kota itu pada
bulan-bulan suci.

TT

He continued to pass on dakwahnya in Mecca and among
the tribes-the tribes who came to the town in the holy
months of.
Sentence 3 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.235 In sentence 3, Microsoft
Translator could not translate dakwahnya; it should be his
da’wah. Kabilah-kabilah should be translated become the tribes.
Besides that, of in the end the sentence must be deleted.
UK/ S 4
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162

ST

Kuraisy makin gigih menyakiti mereka yang masih tetap
bertahan dalam Islam dengan harapan supaya mereka
juga keluar.

TT

Kuraisy the more persistent hurt those who still remained
in Islam in the hope so that they are also out.
Sentence 4 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.236Kuraisy should be
replaced Quraisy. Moreover, those was not appropriate; it
should be possessive them.
UK/ S 5
ST

Rasulullah menerima baiat mereka bahwa mereka akan
memberikan

perlindungan

kepadanya

sebagaimana

perlindungan yang mereka berikan kepada istri dan
anak-anak mereka.
TT

The prophet receives their baiat that they will provide
protection to him as protection they give to the wife and
their children.
Sentence 5 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.237 In sentence 5, there was
repetition;

it

is

protection.
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“memberikan

perlindungan

163

kepadanya sebagaimana perlindungan...” should be translated
“give to him protection as well as”.
UK/ S 6
ST

Sejak itu ia menganjurkan sahabat-sahabatnya di Mekah
agar menyusul kaum Anshar di Yasrib dengan jalan
meninggalkan Mekah secara terpencar-pencar supaya
tidak membuat gempar Kuraisy.

TT

Since then he advocated his friends in Mecca to follow
the Anshar di Yasrib by the way of leaving Mecca
terpencar-pencarso as not to make the Kuraisy uproar.
Sentence 6 was not accurate. It happened because

acceptable because the translation extremely sounded like
translation and there were some grammatical errors of the entire
text.238 Since then was not appropriate; it should be since.
Moreover, Microsoft Translator could not translate di and
terpencar-pencar. Di should be translated in and terpencarpencar should be translated scattered. So as not could be
replaced to be in order not to.
UK/ S 8
ST

Mereka kini merupakan suatu kekuatan yang dapat
mengangkat martabat dan membina kaum Muslimin.

TT

They are now is a force that can lift the dignity and built
the Muslims.
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Sentence 8 was not acceptable becausethe translation
extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.239 In sentence 8, force was
not suitable; it should be power. Moreover, lift was not
appropriate; it should be raise.
UK/ S 9
ST

Cara

mempersaudarakan

demikian

memperkuat

kedudukan Muslimin di Medinah, sehingga kaum musryik
dan Yahudi benar-benar memperhitungkan kekuatan
mereka.
TT

How to strengthen the position of Muslims in Medina, so
that mempersaudarakan so the musryik and Jews actually
take into account their strength.
Sentence 9 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.240 In sentence 9, how to
strengthen was not appropriate; it should be replaced “to
strengthen the Muslim brotherhood in Medina...” Moreover,
Microsoft Translator could not translate mempersaudarakan; it
could be translated brotherhood. Into account was not
appropriate; it could be replaced to be “in depth into their
strength”.
UK/ S 10
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ST

Perlawanan negatif demikian tidak sesuai dengan watak
Umar yang selalu memberontak meluap-luap menantang
siapa saja yang mau merintanginya.

TT

So negative resistance does not correspond to the
character of Umar who always rebelled overflowingraising challenging anyone who want to merintanginya.
Sentence 10 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.241 In sentence 10, so
should be deleted because it was not appropriate. Correspond
was not suitable for that context; it should be accordance.
Moreover, overflowing was not appropriate too because
overflowing was an adjective which was used for modifying a
noun. Overflowing could be replaced to be hard emotional.
Besides

that,

Microsoft

Translator

could

not

translate

merintanginya; it could be translated obstruct him. Want should
be added s because the subject was singular.
UK/ S 11
ST

Kuraisy tidak puas dengan perdamaian yang ditawarkan
Rasulullah agar memberikan kebebasan orang berdakwah
demi agama Allah.

TT Kuraisy are not satisfied with the peace offered to give the
freedom of God preach for the sake of the prophet religion.
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Sentence 11 was not acceptable because the translation
extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.242In sentence 11, Kuraisy
should be Quraysi. Satisfied should be satisfy because it was an
adjective. The rewritings were “Quraysi was not satisfy with the
peace which is offered by the Prophet in order to give freedom
to people which preaches for Allah’s religion”.
UK/ S12
Setelah pertempuran dimulai, dan perang pun berkobar,

ST

korban pertama di pihak Muslimin adalah Mihja’, bekas
budak Umar bin Khattab.
After the battle began, and also war raged, the first victim

TT

on the side of Muslims is Mihja’, the former slaves
Umar.
Sentence 12 was not acceptable because the translation
extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.243 In sentence 12, the side of
was not appropriate; it could be replaced to be “the first victim in
Muslim is Mihja”.
UK/ S 13
ST

Tetapi karena mereka khawatir Umar akan mempersulit
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keadaan, mereka juga mengutus orang kepada Umar
dengan pesan seperti kepada Abu Bakr.
TT But because they are concerned about Umar will be
difficult circumstances, they also sent people to Umar with
a message like to Abu Bakr.
Sentence 13 was not acceptable because the translation
extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.244 In sentence 13, But
because is not suitable; it should be “But, because...” or “But,
because of...”
UK/ S 14
ST

Tahun berikutnya

cepat-cepat

Kuraisy mengadakan

persiapan untuk melakukan balas dendam terhadap
kekalahannya di Badr.
TT

The following year quickly Kuraisy held preparation for
his defeat in vengeance against Badr.
Sentence 14 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.245 In sentence 14, quickly
is not appropriate; it should be as soon. Besides that, Kuraysi
should be Quraysi. Besides that, should be added comma after
The following year.
UK/ S 15
244
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168

ST

Para sahabat menyarankan kepada Rasulullah untuk
keluar menyongsong musuh di Uhud, di luar kota
Medinah.

TT

The companions suggested to the prophet to come out to
meet enemies in uhud, outside the town of medinah.
Sentence 15 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.246 In sentence 15,
companions was not appropriate; it should be translated become
comrade because comrade was the exact equivalent of the term
of men. Moreover, outside the town could be translated become
suburb.
UK/ S 16
ST

Dengan menyandang pedang ia berangkat bersama
sahabat-sahabatnya hendak menghadapi musuh.

TT

With bears the sword he departed with his friendswantto
face the enemy.
Sentence 16 was not acceptable because the translation

extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.247 In sentence 16, the use
of friends is not suitable; it should be comrade. Want should be
added s because the subject is singular. Besides that, to face is
not appropriate; it should be to fight.
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UK/ S 17
ST

Kemudian ia berteriak sekeras-kerasnya yang membuat
pihak Kuraisy kembali menyerang Muhammad dan
sahabat-sahabatnya, yang sedang sibuk mengumpulkan
rampasan perang.

TT Then she cried out as hard as I hard that makes the kuraisy
back attacking Muhammad and his friends, who was busy
collecting the spoils of war.
Sentence 17 was not acceptable because the translation
extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.248 In sentence 17, hard
should be replaced to be loud because it is more suitable.
Besides that, Kuraysi should be Quraysi.
UK/ S 18
ST

Mengetahui keadaan ini Khalid bin Walid naik ke atas
bukit

memimpin

pasukan

berkuda

dengan

tujuan

menghabisi Muhammad dan orang-orang di sekitarnya.
TT Find out this state of Khalid Bin Walid rose to the top of
the hill leading the cavalry with the aim of snuff
Muhammad and people around it.
Sentence 18 was not acceptable because the translation
extremely sounded like translation and there were some
grammatical errors of the entire text.249 In sentence 18, “Find
248
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out this state of Khalid bin Walid rose...” can be replaced to be
“This condition causes Khalid bin Walid climb up...”
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CHAPTER V
CLOSING
A. Conclusion
This is the last chapter in this thesis and as a following up Chapter
Four that will state conclusions as answers of problem statements in the
Chapter One. The conclusion that is going to be stated is about the quality of
the translated texts. Those consist of accuracy, readability and acceptability of
the complex sentences from the texts.
1.

The accuracy level of the translation by using Microsoft Translator in
translating complex sentence Indonesia into English of the text is not
accurate. Through 54 complex sentences, the translated texts have total
percentage score 5,55% for accurate, 37% for less accurate and 57,4%
for not accurate.

2.

The readability level of the translation by using Microsoft Translator in
translating complex sentence Indonesia into English of the text is less
readable. Through 54 complex sentences, the translated texts have total
percentage score 7,4% for readable, 48,1% for less readable and 42,5%
for not readable.

3.

The acceptability level of the translation by using Microsoft Translator in
translating complex sentence Indonesia into English of the text is not
acceptable. Through 54 complex sentences, the translated texts have total
percentage score 1,8% for acceptable, 35,1% for less acceptable and
62,9% for not acceptable.
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So, it can be conclude that that the use of Microsoft Translator is still
not feasible to be used to translate texts without involving translation experts
by using suitable proofreading and editing.
B. Suggestions
This research shows that Microsoft Translator has not able translate
Indonesian text into English correctly yet. So that, the researcher gives some
suggestions, as follow:
1.

For Users
a. In using Microsoft Translator, the users should not directly use the
translation results as the final results of a translation but the users
must confirm the translation results to the translator or expert in the
field of translation.
b. There are still many errors from the results of the Microsoft
Translator, so that users are advised to correct these errors in
accordance with English rules. However, the result of Microsoft
Translator can still be used as entry-input that can be rearranged by
translator in order to get the good translation which is accordance with
English rules.

2.

Students
The researcher hopes that this research can give benefit for students of
English Department especially for them who take translation study as
their major to learn about the quality analysis of Microsoft Translator.
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3. Other researcher
The researcher hopes that this research can be one of addition information
and support to the other researcher to analyze Microsoft Translator or the
other Machine Translator further.
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